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ABSTRACT
The significance ofauthore reading notes may lie

not only in their mechanical function as inforna'tion storage devices
providing raw materials for writing, but also in their ability to
'concentrate and to mobilize the latent ,emotional and. creative
resources of their keepers. This docmlent examines records of 'reading
found in the published notebcols'of eight najcr_British.and United
States writers of the sixteenth through twentieth. centuries. Through
eonparison of their note-taking practices, the following topics are
explored: how each author came to make reading notes, the,form.in
which notes were' made, and the vriteiso habits of consulting; and
using their notes (with special reference to distinctly literary
uses). The eight writers whose notebooks ares-exaninea in dtpth are
Francis Badonc John Milton, Samuel Coleridge,.Ralph V. Emerson, Henry
D. Thoreau, Mark Twain, Thomas 8ardy, and Thomas Violfe.:The trends
that emerge from these eight case studies are discussed, and an
extensive bibliograity of published ,notebooks is included. ,(CC)`
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The habit of jourha izing becomes a life-long lesson
in the art of comp silion,,an informal schooling for
authorship. Ana were the process of:preparing their
works, for publicdtidn faithfully detaile44by di.stin-
quished writers; itwould appear how large were their,
indebtedhess to their diary and commonplaces. How
cv-efulty should we peruse,Shake4eare'snotes used
in compiling his plays -what was his, what anotlfer-is--'--.
showing how these were fashioned into the shapely
whOle we read, how Milton composed, Montaigne, Goethe:
by what happy strokes of thought, flashes of wit-, apt
figures, fit quotations snatched-from vast fields of
le ning, their rich pages were wrought forth! This
wer to give.the keys of great authorship!

'Amos Bronson Alcott,
.

of A. Bronson Alcott, (Boston:
Roberts Brothers,,1.877), p. 12.
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. ABSTRACT,

4

Given their prevalence and usefulness, it is surpris-
e ;

ing that historical and comparative knowledge about personal',

records is primitive and unsystematiC. Yet personal: records.

do presenI.certain obstacles to research; since they' are

usually not created in distinct "genres," their'overlapping,

-forms and functiohs make them difficult to categorize for

study. One convenient way to begin a general.investigatt4n of

them is to fdcus on publishe d specimens. "Notebooks" of,

literary authors, many of which have been transcvibed.edited,

'and published, present an iiviting body of such material.

records of readingThis exploratory ,thesis focuses on rec_
%.,

left in theltotebookS of eight major British and American wri-

.ten's of the last tour centuries. In a comparison'of their note-

taking practices, the thgsi's eOliirks how_each,author came to
-

make ,Leading noes,,-. describes the.rdruk,in-91ch hp made

and discusses his habits of cdnsulting and using-them, With

special reference to distinctly literary uses. Where possible,

additional evidenceis introduced to show how certain featdres

of a'particular notebook reflect wider practices among authors.

Eight case. studies comprisethe major portion of the

thesit, and they are summarized here... The "Promus" of Francis

Bacon weili a rough list of elegant Etna useful phrases gleahed_l

from reading and conversation that BicolCused as a sourcOnok

vii
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r.
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iNwriting and iobably also as a promptbook for ,oral practice

in.public.speaking. John Milton kept' scholarly notes from his

reading in his'commonPlace book, complete with page citations

to use in writing his .tracts and poems. commonplace tradi:.

tion an which Milton was.educated had ,its roots in the pedagogy

of classical rhetoric and "comitionplacinr persisted as a popu-

lar study technique until the early twentieth century. Shinn*

Taylor Coleridge wrote in all-purpose notebooks, nixing evoca-

tive lines frau his frading and original passages of,prose and

poetry wit personal and household memoranda. Ralph Waldo

Emerson f lied several shelves with- thoroughly- indexed note-
*.

. ,

books containing quotat'ions (drawngfrom books, letter and con-

verstion), origigal phorisMs, and early drafts of his works'.
. .p

Henry David Thoyeau co ietl Emerson's methods Tail adifferen't .

drUmmer summoned hiM to his° wn method of journalizing: that
.-

of writing shor% prose commentaries on works he read. Mark
.

.

swain, whose early notes contain qemOtanda `from his piloting:
. .

apprenticeship, made utiiitaiqahreadi'ng)ipOles.before his tra-
,:... _

, . .

vels and while doing background repsearch for the Writint of his
. ,

I.

.

books. 'Thomas Hairdy kept_carefullyfedited and much studied

wading notes as anrautodidactictstrategy, successfully chang-
.

ing.his' image as a benign velist.vf bucolic life4ito that of

a more serious writer philosoptical4points to make.

Lastly, Thomas Wolfe; hiS culture in deep draughts, .

made ieading'notes in answer fo a gnawing urge A salvage

everything possible from the resources of libraries-and book-

shops..

ION
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While it is impossible to make firm generalizations

0

based'on only,pight,cases, certain trends do emerge frOm them.
/

,First, it seems that authors frequently learnabout'the.use

and value of note making in school, but that they later adapt

the methods they learn there to fit their own styles of work...

. They are often iRspited to begin or .to resume the beeping of

notebooks by learning of admired:friendS or of other authors

yho keep them. The codex form of the blankt.00k impOss a rudi-

ientary level of orgariizatibn on'y'ritten material that makes,
it an. attractive, pre-confAured writing surface on which to

record notes. Depending on the purposes and preferred.Working
. -

. I
methods of the pidiyiaual keeper, reading Rotes take' different

.
-,

forms, ranging from simple' lists of titles6, to extracts aihd
..,

.

verbatim quotation's (of,whatever lepgth), to paraphrases, out-"

lines or' summaries;. to original commentariesOon What has been
4

read. They can 'serve numerous functions: 's aids to- concen-

tratioh and recollection, a's garners of material to be used

later in ivrit'ing; as workbooks for the study Qf ideas or style,

as albums of literary gleaOnis for future reflection or enter-

tainment, or dven as devices for recreating subjective emotional

experiences bought on by reading.

Since keeping,rioteboldlejs itself a' kind; of tradigtiOn

among litterateurs, a notebook of literary..memuranda May serve
2 .

) *4 0

as a symbol to the keepet of hi literary identity (or some-
4,

thing psychologically not ar-iemoved),. quite apart from its

obvious value as a retord. Tbat personal notebooks can enjOy

thil specialatus is supported bpy the fact that authors fre-.

ix. r.
to.

41,



quently treat their notebooks!' s quaSi-work, giving them
, . 1,,

eliborate titles, compiling them neatly tr6m rough notes,

recompiling still neater revi/Sions of them later, and preserv-

ing them with aspecia.1 devo ion and care that seems out of
."

proportion to their apparent function as working materials.---" t-

.

'
r
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RECORDS,AS AN OBJECT OF STUDY

--0
#.

Met ustakti dovk'one/Of those-01,1i notebooks '.

whichiwe.have all,- at one time_ or: another-, had a. pas-
-sion for, beginning:. 4Ost of'the,pages are. blank; it
is true;rbbt at the beginning we shall,find a certain
number.very.beautifully covered with a strikingly le4i-

: ble hand-writing. Here we have written doWn the names.
of 'gteaewrIters in their order -of.merit; here we haVe
'copied out fi-ne,p.assagei from the classics; here are
lists of-book to be read; and here, most interesting
of al, lists book -s that have actually, been read,, as
the reader,test ,'Aes with some' youthful vanity byfa'
dash of red ink.' so

_
, 1

.

, . . .

'Virginia Woolf.

,..._- . , .

-,. t

'.The State .of Ilublic Knowledge
"Abo.at Personal Record Keeping 4

4
,

The sorts of pabli hed documents that ate typically

organized and stored in tIbiarits represent only some orthe

.

kinds of recorda5 creatsd,by human beings. Anothersimportant
,

\.

class of records, and the one of interest there, is , perspnal -'
.

records. Documents of'thi kind are,prepared byindividuals,
..-.

.

aspects
, .for private reasons. In some spects of format,/organIzation,

' 4 .... ., ,

and content, they may sometimes resemble certain genres of pub-

4.. ..1,

dished works, but their uniquenes5 and "acknowledged (intch-

tional) subjective orienCtion in scope, methodology, and titi
,,

, .

. w
1
Virginia Woolf, "Hours in a Library,"'Granite and . . ,

Rainbow: Lesays by Virginia :Woolf (New York: Harcourt, trace
anti Co., 1958), p. 25. , .- ,-

.
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.. l iz atiO. n.4ususual ly.lly.limits their public use,fu lness, Conse-
-,

,
. .

.

quently*, Aersonal.records 'kept 'in libraries 'are usually.set
. 1

1

.

Lapart from other library holdings where they are edonsult0 and' .

-

imb .
.

. .

stuctied only for research purposes.

r Within. the Private sphere, however, personal.iecora
4

,-- -",are probably the most useful ones of/all`.2 The practice' of-

ga thering, organizing, d storing on fot one's.
,

own use .(actually a learned clustei4f p as'llpeati
. ..

0.-impact on daily living, on creative endeavor., and on intellec- %
.

.1,tual affairs, In literate societies, personal recOrdi pervade
,

-human activit on many.leYels but, despite tifir obvious impor-
, .

.1

tance; comparative and historical knowledge about them is sur7
% . .

prisingly primitive and unsyStenTtic, especially in compards, ,

.

to knowledge,about yublished bO s 'and their history. The
.

1
tory ofiOlarship and letters Apr example, has no literature

,

describing how AriStotle wrote his treatisw, how Aquinas

assembled the Summa Theoilhica, -or howiliontaikne kept 'control'

over all the quota' 3 .ions u;ed in his Essays. ,Likewise, the'

1
lillaryI. BUrton,"Personal Information Systems: Impli-

cations for librariel,-" Special Libraries (January 1973),.p.*At
If nothing else, they make possible the prqpiluction of

..publishedones.'. 4lir7

3
Noridoes it appear, likely to develop such a./iterature--

no,,t4at least, based upon primary sources, whiih are 1,gaing.
As Jean Steinman wrote in Pascal tNew York: JHarcourt, Brace-
and WIC. 1965), p. 223,, 177-1-77 no original thnusciipts'have
come down to us from antiquity or the middle ages:' nothing of.
Shakespeare's or Rabelais's; a few corrections in Montaigne's
handwriting in the margins of one of.the-editions oftthe Essays;
a, few of. Racine's notes, but' nothing Moliere's:Ox La IlruyZ,r
and of. La Pontaine's, Th *eventeentn century. onl)

drafts, plans; comeadmired inished.works. It had no-us for

0
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history of educatioi provides" only thp most _scanty of details

0
about the pedagogy of.notetaking%

1. and social history affortds

nofconnected account of personal record,k4eping'through the

ages but only an occasional look at some jareJor peculiar

ptactite.2 ,.

' Reasons why personal records' and the practices asso=

ciated with them have been neglected-as objeCts of investiga-

tion by past'scholrShip are Rot difticult

personal records are so familiarto everyone that -a study of

them seems ,trivial. 'Every literate person ,has some empirical

knowledge about personal reqprds; literate people, after all,

are those who can.create and interpret records. Yet, famil-

tiOns, or an authol-'s crossings-out.- Manuscripts were burnt."
Howiver, -descriptions of the record. keeping which sUppo4ed cer-
tain scholaxly endeavors have emerged in recent years. "The

making of Sotinson's dictionary, which' involved huge pastebooks,
is described in numerous accounts (recently, in John Wairly,
Samuel Johnson: A"Biography [New York: Viking, 1975]), and
'James, Murray's monumental work, compiled on two tons of paper
slips, is described inK. M. Elisabeth'Mul-rlf, Caught in the
Web of Words: James Murray and the Oxford English:Dictionary
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 197,3). . See aIsqEdward G. ,,
Holley, Charles Evans: American BibliograPher (UrbiliU: Uni-
versity of Illinois Press, 1963), pp. 50-51, 290-91, and 215-16,
for a description of van's file cards,,cut in half and stored
in cor boxes.

1ThougI its does include many §tUdies or the. efficiency
of note-taking techniques.

The commoner poet, John Bethume, "'wrote his poems in
secret on dirty scraps,-of paper and old leaves of books.'"!
Alton Locke, quoted in Richard D. Altick, The English Common
Reader (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1967), p. 242.

e Today, one sees address books. notebooks, 'scrapbooks, photo
albums 'wedding registers, baby books, family Bibles, and dia-
ries h;ing',.sold everywhere, by suppliers of stationeryiand one
knows,that such things have a history that remains to be written.

,
The history of'coMmercial and business records have received
some study, but such treatments lack the personal emphasis that
is of concern here.

P.
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iarity is in itself n0,.argument against inquiry into a su4rject,

since more familiar topics are often, really the ones le'ss
-

understooW.Studious research in the.last generation, in par-
.

titular, has broadened its scope to include many subjects that

were once ignored.' Given the wileness of scholarly interest

today, the prevalence alone of persbnal,I96aia keeping is

itself, almost an argument for'attempting-to study it in a sys-

tematic way.2

This,very prevalence; in fact, underlies*a second fact

whiCh might have daunted previous investigation: personal

.records are produced and Used in auch'great numbers 4nd in so

fo.

many overlapping ways that'even cassifying'all their-forms and .
3

functions is a formidable taSk:_, How can this vast field be

'See, foetaAple, Ashley Montagu, The Anatomy of Kit-
ing (New York acthillan, 1967); Katie Kelly, Garbage: The
History and Future of Garbage in America (New York,f- Saturday
ReviewPress, 1973); arid 'Lawrence Wright, Clean and Decent:
TheFascinatinz History of the Bathroom and the W.C ZTo onto:
iiiiiNtersity ofToronto Press, 1967)1. See alsb Benjamin Walkef-,
Encyclopedia of Esoteric Man (Loridon: Routledge an Kegan
Paul, 1977) on%the history of 'certain obnoxious praftices.

2TAte are many questions to be answered, for-instance!
What practical knowle about.personal rcords and their uses.,
underlies. product devel pment and marketing in the stationery
tra4e? What is the s iology of personal recor4keeping? ,How
and why are.various schemes of record keeping eypically begun?
What is their usefulneW Whatl.do various techniques show
about those igho use them? Is there a way to conceptualize,per-
sonal record keeping on a theoretical level? etc.

3There 4 a great deal to take int account in such a
clas4fication. wPqr example; there are bot terminable and
interminable records; there are enduring records of intended
long-term usefulness, and also ephemethl ones intended'for only
temporary use (e.g., jotting's on scrap paper). The integrity
and autonomy of records can.change.as thare.cut up or takep,,
'apart or attached in various coppiiititid-n,4

er
and )ire Agemeliti to

other....records4-Jhet, re6i'd keeping serves not o ly overt pur-

15
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f
broken up for study? As a beginning, s) tatisticsrof the sta-

tionery trade might provide a gross picture of the relative

popularity of,varioulrphysical forms of records This would

div,ide the Aeld by physical format. Another tactic would be

to study'personal records by type of user., At leAst two recent

studies in the nbrary riterature do'thii; both of them'

investigate the way that personal records function for schol-

ars, scientists., dand gtrier-intellectuaik. 1
Further research,

if it is to. 4e meaOngfAl, must continu, to focus on sore small

portion of all.thes matprials that could be considered "personal

records," as these studies. have done.

The Interr.s.t and Significance of -a
Study Of Authors' Notebooks

Leaving archival re\urceS aside for the moments, th ere

are hundreds of pUbLished documents that might be called "note-
,

poses, but also covert (in particular, psychological.) ones as
well. The testimonialS of diarists, for example, show that the
diary can serve not drily asta retrospective record but also, in
the keeping, as a surrogatV confidant or alter-ego, or as an
arena fbr self-objectivation and reificationaCto assist in
achieving a sense of mope explicit ,Self-refence and identity).
Certainly many personal records serve Symbolic purposes, quite
apart from their Contents,:

1
Burton investigated the implkations fet. libraties of

"personal documentation'"' (syn nymous with "microdocument ion"}',
"the acquisition, sfbrage; cla sification and4or retr al of
inforNion.by an individual r.himself"--here, specifically,,
the preparation andluse of personal indexes to scientific,litva-
ture. More recently; Mary Ellen Soper in "Characteristics and
Use of PersonalCollections,"'Library Quarterly 46 (0 sober 1976),
pp. 397 -4J5, based on her Ph.D. ,dissertation, University of Il1i)--
noiS at ChaMpaign-Urbana, 1972., "The Relatiopship Betweeri Per-
sonl Collections and the Selectiofi of Cited References," stu-
died "personal collections" (personal atcumulations'of publis
materials in the forM,cf books; journ4 issues, prepripts, an
Photocopies) to Find trends..i!'n the schblarly citation-of per-; .

sonal copies '(rersus -instittitionally-owned gpes) of res arch--
related documents.

,
1 6
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boOks" of "literary authorg%", Both' of these terms Shoul
(c,

be

'clarified here. .First:, "notebooks".Means'personally-owned,

handlifritten manuscripts, prepared or peeserved in a codex form

consisting of one or more faicicleseach. In'them, irilOrmation.

'is' recorded episodically for continuing reference. They aret

begun on one's own initiative, not being records thatare neces-
.

sary for an occupation (such as accounting) or,a technical pro-
.

fession,(such as scholarly research or law). This iS'to say

t.h,at they contain inaterial accumulated as a result of private,

Versus-Obllc, acti-v-ity. They are not themselvesintended for

publication, and even'though they may.exist separately and

.dritondmoUsly from other written material, they lack the poRsh,

coherence and organic unity thatone,expects of true works., ,

They arp prepared for personal reasonsas, for example, to

serve as a forum for self-communing, emotional catharsis, or /

artisAc creativity, to aid in self-cultivationand learning,
. r

or 14P provide reference and remifider abOut ideas, facts, and
dr.

the like, to be developed or, used later in thought, writing, or-

action. Second, "literary authors" are writers who,cure

..quished in prey ling critical opinion as having-prodoced.works1'

of genuihe literature. :

i
.Through the piddle yearik of this century, readers were

made familiar with authors' notebooks through comments by the,

authors themselves in their published writing

//'
1Two examples by philosophical - authors are Rule #4 in

Descarte's Rii! for the Direction of the Mind ("... .'4. All
your observations and notes must be complete."),'and John Lockers
article, published' in the secon'verume_of the BiblibthiEque

) .

17
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cal accounts, 1
s-in literary imitations of notebooks, and in

published transcriptions of actual notebooks3 (often condensed,

and abridged).
4

In more recent years, however, inofeased.num-
.

Universelle, "New Method of,Keeping a CommOnplace Book',"
reprinted in The Works of John locke.in Nine Volumes, 12th ed.
.(London, 1824)-2:441-59. Authofs have written, manuals .of advice-

. .that stress personal record keeping asan essenpal practice.
Some fairly reCentexamples include: Arnold Bennett, How to
Live (Garden City, New York:' Garden City Publishing Company,
TM) , who kept a.journal, The Journal of .Arnold Bennkt (New
York: Viking, 1932-33); Ernest Dimnet, The Art of Thinking_
(New York:. Simony and Schustel, 1935); and Jean Guitton, A
Student's Guide to Intellectual Work (Notre Dame, Indiana:f
Notre Dame University -Press, 1966), who also kept a journal,
The'Guitton Journals, 1952 71955, translated by Frances Forrest
(Ba-ltimore: Helicon Press, 1963): Rudblf Flesch, although
not a literary author like the others, produced another good
example, The'Art of Clear Thinking (New York: _Collier, 1974.,

1
For example, "Bacon Begins to Write" in Catherine

Drinker Boven, Bacon: The Temper of a Man (Boston: Little
,Brown, 1963);. Michael MilYgate, Thomas gardy: its Carper as a
Novelist (New York: Random House, 197.1); and Elizabeth Nowell,

Thomas Wolfe: A Biography (Westport,' Connecticut: Greenwood,
1973).

2Words such,as fragments,. gleanings,
. jottings;.leaveS from, marginalia :ci..margins, markings, note-
books or notes, scribblings; scrapbook, and sketchbookslor
sketches are familiar parts of titles that arrAibed, (often as a .

.gesture of modesty) to characterize certain works as brief's:
informal, unfinished, preliminapy, or. inconsequential. "Diaties"
and "journals"' as literary vehicles are so familiar as to require'

'.no documentary proorof their'existence. Many of these literary
imitations are so polished, of course, as'not to resemble inforr
malrecords made for personal use in the least. It is worth
noting, however;. that more recent work with these forms shows a
'grever sense of nuance for personal records, and some imi-.
tatei the inOherencies; false. starts, and crossings -o' of gen-
uine'notebooks Three examples of the last decade are orris
Lessing,'The'Golden notebook (New York: ,Bantam, 1973); James
Merrill, Diblos Notebook (New York: Atheneum, 1975); and Jean,
Renoir.; The Notebooks of Cutain Georges; 'A Novel, translated
by Norman Denny (Boston: Lie'Brown, 1966).

A
.3An extn?ive and fairly early example is Southey's

Commonplace Book,-edited by his soiltin- aw, John Wood Warter,
4 vols. (London: Long grown, Gree ancrLongmana, 1850-51).

4 "The Heat,pf Journals1 was a favorite sugges-

I ,
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be.rs of transcribed notebooks, rangi from a few pages in

scholarly articles to multivoluthe sets). have appeared in '

b r of such 'published notebooks

cause the .nome4lature of persongl

generous .supply. / The t

fs difficult to estimate,
. , . f / 4- ..--/.
records (inolu ng that appaiedl, in .titles , in explanatory- mat -.

. ... - .
,

.
---/A . -I \ , ., ,

ter, and .within tilt documentS ,thell;Isen.res) ,raries wide'ly and the
,

, . 1. . 4f
,

size of an estimation Will depon&-upon what the' term- "notebook"
. .

. 4. . . . .
. :. tAS takezi to comp e. !

I

. I

0

.
- 0

4 . 'V!A t is teresting to mote\ in, 114-s i'egAtd, the vatiety
. I

,\,
,. .

.z. , -1
4/

.

of private records,peourring in- notehb.6k lorrm . which; because . '. , . , . , _,

.. .4 . . , . a
of their conne6/4on with'-perSolis, of IdMe ,ProTihence,2 have :

A '
s(

.- ... .. ,.. , ,...

tiyo title used: fo4ieditiohg, of The Ocaties.of John- )1urrough; ,

Emerson', HaWthorne, ThdreaU',. and 'Wesley; '.0'neoj1/-krWoivn:- ..

- abridgment was An'iffla Metat.,, from the Unpubiishe No4ebboks of
Samuel Tti/or, Cc leride , Ad,:- 'Elimestjfartley 'Coleridge (New'
'fork: Rought'i?n.qiftlin',18n)::-A:tood rectilt abridgment is
The Journal of John VeSley,: ed.:, Percy '-'Liviptstone, Parker - (Chi -, .

..cago Moody ,Pees*s, ,n.dt: - s'. , . , . % .-1, , . . ,.

di*T ''

1

i 4, This Usually, ekcludos cbrreondence , which is fre-
qu'entslyi saved as a, form- of personalfurecorri,, tithi- by the, teci-

. pient or bythe sende-,i\:in' some:-c:opieii form ,(handwritten. first-
draft, 'carbon' copy.; /1,e-tiro4tes. popr,jIr f 'fast recently, photo-
copy) .: JefterSbh, whose- owft IcotrepondenCe arras. Of. at enormous
vOlule,obserVed:". "The letets; of a, person., especially. one
whose tusiness,:has' been'sh'iefly transacted; bY letters, foxm the

, only full apd,genbine journal, of' his. life,," .TefferSon Himself:
The Persona). 'Natrativ* ,91'a )4anz-Sided 'Ainerit4n, ed.;13.ernarsl :
Mayo (Charlottesvile Unyetsity Pres. of Virginia, 1:972) , ,

p.. 330. LeWir 'Carfol;, even 'kept a 'correspondence register, com- :'i "prising over 08,Q00° efittiei Csee 'Tight or Nine 'Wise Wards06Ut r-
Letter Writing 2", The 'Complete' Works of Lewis Carrol (New 1r4rk: .

Modefn Library, 1936)) . . 'Letters' ate often publAhed together
I otirn'al.s . Vast mumbers of iettO,s have .been ,publhed;

.

the current (1970) ' "Titles" section of Books in, Printli'sts
-available books of letters 'in nine , pdges .of small print.- din;

4entertaining and wide,'ranging anthalogy is The World's Great

)---

Letters f ed. Charles. Van _Doren (New 'York: jso;,ibleday, A940.)
.,.

e' . / .
'

, .
,

. % 2 - ! - f -
,Besides . those of authors, the personal- hotgs of poll -

s:.tica.i figures (U.S. presidents ;' Adlai Stevenson; Ghandi) , 4
_J-

:

e
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actuallk,been pUblished:' DiaiieS and journal

,1/4

the best known

exampl. es, in which keepers record and, often', reflect on the

details of their lives and.thouetts, haVe beein Oublishectpin
.

the bundreds.l Other getres2.inclu'de: personal financial and

business records (e.g., account books, ledgers; "daybooks," and

. .

1 philosophers (Berkeley, Kierkegaard,, G. E. MOore,.-Cardirial-New-
man, NietzSche; Pasc41, Wittgenstein,not to mention ancient
,philosophers such as Aristotle, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius,
and "prac't.ical" philosophers like Benjamin Franklin andWilliam

,Penn), artists (Edgar Degas,'Ciaes'Oldenburg,.Apainting; Louis 1.
-Kahn, architecture; Martha Grahae, ballet; Le5nardo da Vinci),
dramatists, .(Chekhov, Ionesco),'obmposers .(Bach', Beethoven, Stra-
vinsky), and scientists(Einstein, Newton), have all been,repro-
duced in published form..

.

.
: _,1

TwO especially fine anthologies of diaries contain 41111
biblidgraphic references. A Treasury of the World's Great '

.Diaries, eds. Philip Dunaway and Mel Evans (Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, 1957) ,. contains' short selections'fi'om sorue

-..../ eighty' -fiVe diaries (unfortuAatelyit is "ouebf print)'. A' . ,

more recent'Compilation,'Reveq.ations: Diaries, of Wdien, eds.
Mary_Jane"Mbffateand Charlotte Pai4er (New York: Vintage
Bopks, 1975), produced 'by to feminist.authors', contains excerp
from thirty-two diaries of women. Some bibliographic guides t
published 'diaries have been peepared.by William Matt4ws:

.. American Diaries: An knnotated 'Bibliography of Aperican.Dia-
ries Written F.-..kor to ihe Year` 461 (Boston: Canner, 1959);
British Diaries: An Annotated Bibliography of Briyish Diaries

'Written Between 144l -1942 (London: Peter Smith. Y950); and .

tanadian'Diaries and Autobiographies (Berkeley: University of
CaliforniarPress,-1950). , ' I.

.2
There is one Set of published papers that,is partieu-

larly,outstanding in the variety 'of recordS it pre%ent4 and the P
detail in which it reproduces them: 'The Pape's of Woodrow WU,/
son, ed. ArthUrS. Link (Princeton: PrincetoW UniversfOr.'press,
1966), Woodrow`Wilson, with the aid of typewriting and short-1
tand.(which he taught hifiself by studying manualS'of "phono- .

- .
graphy") , prpduced a mountain of documen=ts during his lifetime.
most of.which_he-save2d. Besides official records, the Papers
incltde piirSbnal items such as marginal notes written j.n books .

and trticies; ,correspondace; scrapbooks; desk calendars and ,

diaries; lists of clothes, books, and furniture used- when moting;
expense lis (copied into ledgers from pbcket'notebooks);
'classroom note and drafts of.-undergraduate essays; research
notes; notes f r. lectures and speeches; course syllabi( used when
Wilson taugh tO3ryn Mawr, Wesleyan, and Princeton- -the list

4
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.pocket expense books;,1 academic,and studious records; houie-
-

hold *ecords; 3
personal schedules, ages, and plans (.as for

°

goes' on and An. Surely this comes closer than anything else
ever published to being a complete personal archive!

1"Miscellaneous Business' Memoranda" preserved in a
pastebook,are published,selectively, along with receipt books
and a"Shop,Book" in The Papers of Benjamin ranklin, ed. Led-

W. Labarge (New Haven: YaleUniversity Press, 1959). See
als, Marvin Kitman, George Washington's Expense Account (New
York: Ballantine 1970-)'yo 18-19-72 Fyodor.Dostoev-, PPS
sky, The.Unpublished Dostoevsky: Diaries and Neltebooks .(1860 -
8 ) , ed.,Carol F. Proffer, 3 vols. (Ann.Arbor: Ardis, 1g73);

fferson Davis, The Papers of Jefferson Davis, Vol:, 1: 1808-'
1840, eds. Haskell M.,Monroe and James T. McIntosh (Baton Rouge:
,Louisiana State University EAfess, 1971), pp. 3-4; "Fitzgerald's
Ledger," Fitzera )/d /Hemingway Annual, ed. Matthew J. Buccoli
(n.p.: NCR Microcard Editions, 1971), pp_ 3-31. See, too,
"Lord Byron's'Financial Difficulties" by William Maxwell in The, t
New Yorker 51 (May 31, 1975).8.6-98.*

2
See, fo'r example, Thoreau's grade and attendance

r4cords(weekly class reports, prayer bills, rank scales, and
term hooks) in Thoreau's Harvard Years: Materials Introductory
to New Explorations: Record of Fact and Background, ed. Ken-
neth Cameron (Hartford: Transcendental Books, 1966); Jefferson
Davis in Conduce Reports (p. 14ff) and Merit Roll. (p. 28) at
West Pnt'in Davis;i; Woddrow Wilson's, class and lecture notes
in Wilgo4in; _undergraduate nett books` and essays in Gerard Manley
Hopkins, Journals and Papers, ed. Humphrey House,'completed by- ,Graham Storey (London, New York: Oxford University. Press,
1959); andthe.notes of-students ifl Josiah Royce's Seminar,
1913,1914, as Recorded in the Notebooks of.flarry T. Costello,

Grover Smith fNew Brunswick; ltutgers University
Press, 4963) and Wittgenstein: Lectures and Conversations on
Aesthetics, Psychology and Reii ious Belief, ed. Cyril Barrett
(Berkeley: ,Univ

&
Wilson's

and'"GaIrden" book
Thp Ligrary of Ed
Jonathan Cape,,I94
made card catalog
'Library of John Lo
,( -Oxford
mortem inventory is
in The Bach Reader,
-del (New York: Nor

rsity of Cali ornia Press4, 1967).

inventorie-in the Papers; Jetferon's "Farm1'
; and ft% liSrau catalogs of Edward Gibbon,
rd Gibbon, ed. Geoffrey Keynes (London:
), which includes,a picture of Gibbon's home-
ade with playing cards; and John-Locke,-The

,-eds. John Harrison 'and Peter Lasleri
London: University Press, 1971). An interesting poet-

that of the library of J. .S. Bach, published ,

rev. ed.,eds.Hans T. David 'and Arthur Men-
n, X966).
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private studies) ;,1 and religious and dev tional memoranda.2

Records more distinctive to literary alit ors are, the workbooks
. -1*

in which they enter ideas for writing as they-come,3 chart plans

1
110

William Hitkling Prescott, The ite ar Memoranda ot
William HicklinR Prescott, ed. and intro.; by C. Harvey Gardi-
ner, 2 vols. (Norman: University of Oklaihoma Press, 1961);
W. Baker, "George Eliot's Projected Napoleonic War Novel: An ,

Unnoted Reading,List," Nineteenth Century Fiction 29 (March
1975):453-60.

2
Pslirprising example is Thomas Wolfe's "Covenant with

God," written at$Harvard on the approach of his twenty-first
birthday in The Notebooks of Thomas Wolfe, eds. Richard S.
Kennedy and Paschal Reeves2vals. (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1970). See also Samuel Johnson,
"Prayers and Meditations," Johnsonian-Miscellanies, reprint
of 1877'edition, edited by George Sirbeck Hi11, 2 vols. (New
York: Barnes and Noble, 1966), Or Samuel Johnson, The Yale
Mition of the Works of'Samuel Johnson, vol. 1: Diaries,
Prayers and Annals, eds. E. L. McAdam with Donald-Hyde and
Mary Hyde (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958);. Soren
Kierkegaard, Soren Kierkegaard's Journals and Papers, ed. and
trans. Howard V. Hong and Edna'F. Hong, 4 vols. (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1967); Peter Marshall, Mr. Jones,
Meet the Master (New York: Revell, 1950) [sermon notes];
D. .L. Moody, Notes from My Bible, (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker,
1975); and Marie Metnie Rouget [Marie Non], Notes for MygOlf
(Notes Intimes),trans. Howard Sutton (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1968).

3
See tenry James, The Notebooks of Henry James, eds.

F. 0. Matthiessen and Kenneth S. Murdock (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1947), or Thomas Merton, The Asian Journal
of Thomas Merton, eds. Naomi Burt , Patrick Hart, and James
Laughlin (New York: New DirecO.on , 1973), and Thomas Merton,
Cdnjectures of a guilty Bystander (Garden City, N.Y.: Double-

. day, 1966). The notebooks of Coleridge, Twain and Wolfe itill
46.14.be seen to be of this type.

-22
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for works, 1
dralt and revise worki, 2 or-make fair copies of

*AO 7

final versions.

1
See P. D. Herring, "Dickens'. Monthly Number Plans for

Little Dorrit," Modern Philology 64 (August 1966)` :22,63'.
(Another set of flans in diagram form are Joseph Heller's.plans
for-Catch-22 which were drawn n a lrge desk blotter. 'They
are shown on the front cover of The Cat64-22 Casebook, eds,.
Frederick Kiley and Waltu McDonald (Newyork: Crowell, Case-
book Series, 1973).) Also see John Milton, The Works of John

apilton, gen.,ed. Frank Allen P'atterson.,(New York: (Columbia
'rUniversity Press, 1931 -38.), and especially "Outline

for Tragedies," 18:228-46. Franklin, 2:9'-10, compares plan-
ning one's life to outlining a piece,.9,S,, writing: "Those i#410
write of thd art of poetry teach us that if we would write what
may be worth the reading, we ought-always, befdre we begin, to
fotm a regular plan and design of our piece; otherwise, we
shall be in danger of incongruity. I am aptto think it is the
same as to life. 'L.have never fixed a regular design in life,
by Which means it has been a confused vAtiety of different 7

scenes. I am now entering upon a new one:, let me, therefore,
make some resolutions, and form some scheme of action, that,
henceforth, I may live in all respects like a rational crea-
ture,"("Plan of Conduct," 1726).

2
Samuel Butler, Samuel Butler',s Noteb22ks, eds. GeOf-

.

frey Keynes and Brian Hill (London: Cape, 19 );.Raymond
Chandler, The Notebooks of Raymond Chandler, and,English 9um-
mer: Aiothic Romance, preface by Frank MacShane (Newrork:
teco Press, 1976); Percy Bysshe Shelley, Note Books fr in the
Originals in,the Library of W. K. Bixby, reprint. of.the 1911
edition, deciphered, transcribed and edited, with "a full com-
mentary, by H. Buxton Forman, 3 Vols. (New York: 'Phaeton .

Press, 1968). By far the finest examples of workbooks are the
notebooks of Dostoevsky', edited by Edward-Wasiolek and pub-
lished by the University of Chicago Priess. Five notebooks have
been issued so far, each tracing the ciompoFitional process
behind ore of Dostoevsky's novels: Critheand Punishment (1967),
The Idiot(1967), The Possessed (1968), A Raw Youth, (1169), and
The Brothers Karamazov X971). All the notebooks "To be dis-
cussed in the next chapter (except the notes of bacon, Milton
and Hardy) will be seen to inclu4 early drafts of works.

3
.See, for instance, William Blake', TheBook of'Thel: A

Facsimile',an4.a Critical Text, ed. -Nancy Bogen ('Providence:
Brown University Press, 1991); Robert Burns, Robert Burns''Com-
monplace Book, 1783-1785 Reproduced in Facsimile from the
Poetis-ManuscriPt, Etc.-(UlasgOw: Gbwans and Gray, Limifed,
1938);. and T. Eliot, Wasteland: Facsimile and Transcripj,
ed. Valerie Eliot (NewAork: -Harcourt, Brice Jovanovich4
1974).

.
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.The interest that authors' notebooks, in particular,
%

hold for readers may Work on several levels. There'is.of

course, flue for the literary student "in'theSe materials;

notebooks are frequently useful in tracing the origin' of

important ideas in a writer's work, or in giving information

about the keeper's intellectual development., Next, there is

the educational and entertainment value of the contentfrof the

notebooks. In some cases, these records; with their editorial

additions; could provide almost a liberal education in 'them-

Selves, but in others the notebooks 'are simply good reading;

the rough state of expression often characteristic of them

,(Joan Didion speaks of "bits of the mind's string too short to

use")1 lends them a peculiar charm and.immediacy. Many are,

as one editor expressed it, "like experience itself--a lively

disordej of events and impressions whose very juxtaposition can
.,,s.

/
1

-
.

Joan Didion, "Best Selling Novelist Teals Why She
Keeps a Notebook: Excerpt from 'SloucEing Towards Bethlehem,'"
Writers Digest .(December 1971), p. 27.

2Afiatole France's On Life and Letters, First Series,
discusses this topic in "The Journal of the Concourts" (New
York: John Lane, 1911)). This sense of immediacy has also been
preserved in the "TableTalks" of such figures as Bronson
Alcott, Beethoven (Konversationshefte), Coleridge, Goethe
(Conversations), Hazlitt, Johnson, Luther, end Shaw. See, in
addition, Boswell's records of conversation with prominent per
sons he knew in B-oswelliana: The Commonplace Book of James
Boswell, memoir and annotations by Rev. Charles Rogers (London:
Printed for the Grampion,Club, 1874), as-well as the "Apo.theg-
meta and Records of Conversation," in Milton, Tile Works of John
Milton, 18:364-93. Rulers have taken'advantage of the appeal '

of.,a collection of personal sayings in The Sayings of Chairman
Mao and the Table Talks'of Hitler. Even literary gleanings.
like The Analects of Confucius convey a. sense of intimacy;
similarly, thV' ','dialogue" form of exposition has been used as
a teaching technique at least since Plato.'

24
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be refreshing."., Thoreau's opinion was that the rough-hewn,
*

fragmentary chaYacter of rrateboOk.entriesyas an asset:

I do not know but that thoughts written down thustoin a
journal might,be printedwin the same foil with greater
advantage than if the selected ones were brought together
into separate essays. They are, now allied to life and are
seen by the reader not to be far-fetched . . Perhaps
shall never find So good a setting for my thoughts as I'
shall kave taken them out of. The crystal never sparkles
more brightly than in the caverm2"

(Virginia'Woolf likewise spoke of "diamonds in the dustheap",3

and Henry James called his notebooks "rude cradles"4 in which

his good, rgermslwoke4.) Emerson even thought that

novels\youl be replaced by "diaries Or autobiographies, cap-

tivating books."5

.But finally, even when they are of little literary con-

sequence, the private memoranda of authors carry with them a

certain sOjective human interest value. Notebooks bring an

author very close to the reader as a person. They share the
4

interest of personal photographs, manuscripts, memorabilia,

. '6
- small aitcles of dress, jeyelry, and other personal items.

16

1
Chandler, p. 1.

2
Thoreau; quoted in "Introduction to Dover Editia,"

in Henry David Thoreau,The Ueart-of Thor u's Journals, ed.-
. Odell ShOpard (New York: Dover, 1961),

3
Moffat, p. 13. 2

4
Jamet, p. xi. 5

Moffat, p. 400.
6
An increasing number of."pictorial biographies" brIng

personal effects such as these eo the attention of modern
. readers. In addition to showing articles related to the

author's literary activities {such as manuscripts, letters,,
etc:), *key usually include photographs'or paintings of the
biographee's usual surroundings (from work rooms and libraries,
with writing desks and inkstands,,,to'the various homes of the
author, showing both places of residence and.the cities of
rural areas of which`they were a part), and photographs, engrav-

t.
I-
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Their close personal tie with the person who kept them has'an

inherent draWing poWeT; reading theM somehow creates an Ulu-
.

sion of participation in a way that finished works rarely Can.

This illusion may,be,heightened t.6 a greater or lesser extent

by the, way that published versions of noteboOks reflect' the
#

physical characteristies--6fthe'original hand-produ'ed manu-

scripts.' If it .is nothing else, t notebook is the vestige of

a unique human personality with the stamp of individuality.

clearly upon it, but it is never possible to transmit all its ,

qualities in a mass-produced.article-how could a facsimile

convey the smell of the ink, or a transcription the feel of the

pages,?
.

-Some notebooks exist in facsimile, 1
but most are trans-

)

cribed.16Transcriptions often reproduce the verbal contents of

the original morelegibly than the words were first written.

Editors choose different methods for establishing a text and

for translating an author'svage design into printer's design,

depending upon the intended purpose of the publication. A 11,

ings, portraits, etc., of the author's associates. The "Studio_,
Book" series of the Viking Press includes books of this kind,
for example: Jane Austen and Her World (1969), Henry James,
ed. Harry T. Moore (1974), and Keats and Hig World (1971).iL
Other good examples are 'Timothy O'Sullivan, Thomas Hardy: A
Illustrate,0 Biography (London: Macmillan, 1975); Dou-glas,
Gilbert, and Clyde S. Kilby, C. S. Lewis: Images of .His World.
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: W. B. Eerdmans, 073); (though pot" '
a strictly literary examine) Robert Craft, Bravo,'Sti4vinsky!
(Cleveland: World, 1967) ; D. H. Lawrence and -His World (London:
Thames and Hudson, 1966); Roland M. Frye, Shakespeare's Life'
andTimes: A Pictorial Record (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1967).

,

. % 'All the notebooks cited in footnote 3, 12, abOve,
are in facsimile. See also Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Jefferson's

-4arm,Book, ed. Edwin Morris Betts (Princeton: Princetonipni-,

versity Press, 1963)': ...
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tfanscription may present a.clean text as reacity.the editor
ik

,especially if it is intended as apopUlar edition) -or it max'

present variant readings at great-length for scholarly stuay:1

Some editioqs attempt to reproduc certain peoplialties of the

text 'typbgraphically tperhaps supplemented with photographs),

such as themafiner in which thewriting and occasionally'.

sketches and doodles ire laid out oh the ori nal pages
3
and

in the maigins4 or the iftwhich passages are deleted and

emended. In addition, editors supply, varying amountsof back-

ground information about auth

minutely transcribed specimens contain the most editorial e

aAoaratuS.6

That certain' authors, have kept netebooks is a common

notes; predictably., the more

biographical detail that has been ignore4 by scholarship to.a

surprising extent. There exist, many articles in learned jour -.

* 1
0

.

. Compare the notebooks of Coleridge and Emerion with"
those of Charles'Baudellirt,, Intimate.Journals (Hollywood:
Marcel Rodd, 1947) and Gustav Flaubert, Intimate Notebooks,
1140-1841, trans. Francis Steegmuller (New York: Doubleday,
'1967). , ,

2
See the notebooks of Emerson and Coleridge. -

3As with Coleridgets, notebooks.
.

0
sq* ..4

. Irwo.examples are'Emerson's notebooks and Martha Graham,
,-The.Notebooksjpf.Martha:Graham (New York :' Harcourt, Brace
Jovan iche 073). "

......,

., . - -.
_,,

See Dostoevsky's_notebooks as'well as Simone Weil,"
Fir nd Last.Notebooks,.trap4. Richard Rees ,(London, New
or x or niverep N't S S , .1970) , a .translatIon

o£the , . °

illk

Cahi c .

x
Nolte .that the records .* Coleridge ".acid of John itif604

("Miltonrs Commonplace /Book," in John Milton: Complete Psis" .11 .1"

- Worig.t gen. ,ed. POil M. Wolfe (New Haven:, Xale'university f
1953)) contin-a1 much editorial matter as they,,4O

ANnotation,-- . -4 . ott

4. .
a

2 7
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nals that de?cribe ,9uclf notebooks, but almost none of Aem is

written from a comparative standpoint (thks excludes diaries,

about which comparative studies Lave been reported)..1 Further

more, these articles focus on the authors and their work, the

notebooks serving only to illuminate them. To anyone inter-
-

"ested in personal records in "their own right, however, the time
.

is ripe to focus on the notebooks themselves, Even those more

.interested-4rethe strictly..literary aspects of noteboOks stand-

to gain from a comparative investigation of notebooks: a

general view of how authors prepare" mechanicgl aids for %he -

°selves and use them in their wok is akin to existing studies.

of authors' sources and of.their compositional processes. It

isotrue that%notepooks are too"; not literary products,,but.

'all the vays that authors read, earmark, Copy, file, organize,

cOmpIle,and review informationpith or without the aid of
.0.

..

records,..tis of interest to students of literature. 2
Of greater

t. .

, .f 9 4
, .",1

See, for eitample*, two articles:* Peter Boerneris"The
Significance oi the Diary #n Moderniterature" and Earl ,

Millers "Literary Diaries and the Boundaries of Literature,"
in the Yearbook of Comparative and General Literature 21 (n.p.:
Indiana University Press, 1972):41-45 and 46-51, respectively._ A monographic- study of diaries is,Das Tagebuch and der Moderne
utor eds.' Hans Werner Richter Wolfgang Koeppenand Arno

m. at (Uwe Schultz, 1965).
40-.0.

2
Such infarmation'has usually not:lieen volunteered by.

autflors. themselves but must be discovered through research..
The general reluctance dn elle part of'successfu,l-artists and
intellectuals et reveal details of thwcreative p'roccesses by,
which they produce their works has ben noted by some clementa-
tors. See "Leonard<<rii A Vinci" in the "Essays" of PauliValery,
Collected Works, ed.. Jackson Matthews (NeW York: Pantheon,

7-n.d.) on artisfs;JacquesIBarzun "The Scholar Looks at the
Library," College' and Research Libraries 7 (1946):113-17 n
Scholars; aid "Draft oica.Preface for the Flowers of Evi in
Charles Baudelalre, The Flowers of Evil:" A Belectioni'eds,

.

.6
/9

. 411'

.c
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relerance here, however, is the fact that a comparison of
1.

authors' notebooks represents a Step, small though it is,

towards-a compatative hi;lory f personal record keeping.

The Present Strategy

The Scope of Research

The present investi4ation,3s a study of publtthed
if

notebooks of literary authors; mor .4. specifically, it focuses

.on records of reading made in such notebooks. Reading notes

. were chosen as i feature of content that could be easily recog-
,----

4 nized and compared from case to case. Records of one's reading,

of course, can be recorded. anywhere that writing can be uAed,

but in authors' notebooks, .reading tends to be Vicumented in-a

few distinctive wayt. First, records of reading may occur as

part, of general diaries' of events, obsprvi ions, and"reflec-

tions. In such cases, mention of one's eading experiences is

frequently regular, detailed, and made in much the same way as

other events are commented upon. 1
Some diaries are "intellec-

Marihiel and Jackson Matthews (New York: New Directions, 1955),
pp. xv-xvi, on authors.

.
1
Good examples,- other than ones to be seen, are John

Wesley; Elizabeth Barrett Biowning, Dia4y, by E. B. B.: the
UnpUblished Diary of Elizabeth Barrett Barrett [sic]; 7831!-
1832,,eds. Philip Kelley and Ronald Hudson (Athens: OETOUni-
varsity Press, 1967); William Byrd, The Secret Diary, of William
Bryd of Westover, 1709-1712, eds. Louis B. Wright and Marion
Tinling,(Richmond: Die,tziPress, 1941) andAnother Secret Diary
of William,Byrd'of Westovet for the Years 1739-1741,,' ed. Maude
H. Woddfin,. %coded by Marion Tinling (Richmond: Dietz Press, '
1942); and Dorothy Wordswort The Journals of Dorothy,Words-

)worth, repaint of 1952 editi n, edited by E: DeSelincourt,
7V6Is. (Hamden, Conn.: Sh e String, 1970). , ,

9
"...AV..
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. ..

'Mai journaig," devoted principally to matters touching the
4,'

life of the mind:, in which one's own thoughts may be 'Tingled
...

with ideas drawn from reading. 1
.

Second, there ate all-purpose
. *

,...

notebooks, such as travelers keep, in_which`-reading'notes may

be entered along with a thousand othor'(often.lesser) matters, 2

Third, there are separate notebooks it which notes on ding?

often arranged undei "topical headings, 3
are made. The-note-.

,00ks to 'be studied here will be seefi to be mainly of the second

and third tyges.4

Selecting,the materials to be compared in this study

proceeded as follows. First, a large body of published materi -.

1
For example, Edward Gibbon, Gibbon's Journal to Janu-

ary 28th, 1763, Mx. Journal-I, II, & III and Ephemerides (Lon-
don': Chatto Windus, 1929).

A0 2
See Washington Irving"s Journals and Notebooks, ed.

Nathalia Wright (Madison: University of Wisconsi4 Pres§,
1969), and both works sof Thomas Merton already cited.

3
See Soutley.

4
It would be a *pity not to mention only in passing,'

an additional kind of.reading record'that. s easy to'overl000k:
marginala. The bools of some readers become, virtual reading
notebook 'In.itheMserVes as comments are eentered in the margins
and flyle ves. The Markings of a number bf literary figures
have bee published, but unfortunately not systematically enough
or in su fic. nt amounts to'support a study of them baseaLon
secondary so es. The '.'marginalia ", of Coletridge, Poe and Mel-
ville have sp ial importance in literary studies. See "margin-
alia".in C. Hugh Wlman, A Handbook to Literature', 3d ed.
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1972),,,Pp. 303-4,.. based on th6
original by William 'Flint Thrall and,--Addison tibh

ur
ard. In addi-

-tion, markings of-such figes as,Beet1oven, obett Frost,
Gabriel Harvey, J. S. Mill, Miltbn, Swift, YeatS=, Voltaire, and
Wordsworth have all been transcribed and commented/dPon. See
entries under "MARGVALIA'r in Humanities index for current and
retrospective articles. An especially interesting study is
nocke'slibrari Practice: Shelving, Marking, Cataloguing
Ooks," pp. 30-42, and "Addendum: Signs and Conventions," -.

pp. 6345; in Locke, Library.
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1 I

.
als tRat seemed, in some way to consist of the '!notebooks of

literary authors" was identified bfbliographically and as many
. . .. .

of thei as possible were examined firsthand. Bibliographical.
-'.--/ 'N.

searching
1

involveda survey.of the current'AlOks in Print and
I

Cumulative Book 1-ider, as wellt- as the ca4a16is ofthe Univer-.
.

.

.-
A

sity of Chicago Library and of the Newberry.Library (since the
.

k.
,

libraries virtually duplicated each other's holdings,'subse-
' -

.i;

quent investigation was restricted to the resources at the Uni-
A

versity of Chicago). RetrospectivWsearching in:the/National,

Union Catalog was deemed unlikely4to increase th4 list of sig-

ilificant sources appreciably. For backgrourid reading, ,the-com-

plete runs of Poole's Index, International-I0tx,"*and Humanities.

Index were searched (most fruitfully under. the, terms 'AUTHORS'

NOTEBOOKS and COMMONPLACE BOOKS) and the lengest'and ost recent
1

articles were read.
%.

Scanning the, notebooks themselves showed that most of

them had been kept by British and American authors. 2
The humanie

.

ties literature also clustered about British and Amercan

sources. In light of this, it seemed>tural to restrict the

projected comparison to the records of Anglo-American authors..

'Title searching under "Cpmmonplace Book(s) r . ," .

"Journal(s).. . . ," and "Notebook(s) . . ."_and subject search -;
ing under COMMONPLACE BOOKS'and NOTEBOOKS.

2
This statement probably reflects the cultural'limita-

tions of American library resource'§. There 'does 'seem to be a
large body of French notebooks in published form- (e.g.," Baude-
laite Camuslaubert, Gide, Pascal, Robespierre, and ol-

taire-TTas well as.German (Goethe, Lichtenberg;-Nietzsche, and
Wittgenstein), and Russian ones (Chekhov and Dostoevsky). All
of these, with the exceptions of Goethe, Lichtenberg, and
Robespierre, exist in English editions.

31
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If then remained only to choose from among the several dozen

notebooks that (fell- into thi.s Ategory.

. 2

Core of Significant Notebooks

Three criteria were applied to determine the final

k list-of notebooks: kf ength, extensiveness of scholarljr,

'Cation; and interest Futther, it Was decided to limit the.

41#

sample size to eight authors and, perhaps arbitrai'11', bal-

e ance the list Nith four British and four-American autkors.,

The authors whRse records' were finally selected we0. ;

Ir

,

Francis Bacon, (1561-1626)i -

John, Milton (1608-1674)
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834)
Ralph Waldo-Emerson (18p-1882)
Henry David 'Moreau (1817-1862)w
Mark Twain, '(1845-1910)
Thomas Hardy (1840-1928)
Thomas Wolfe (1900-1938)

-,

_Points ofComkarison .

: e**Infeach , case% infofmatiop was sought and reported about:

(r) Thec4Trumstances in which notekeeping as a personal
habit orTractice was taught and learned; owl he, f, JA,_
alviduar wasjx9Aptedto in e i te§. 01144L----('

'required in chdo o so. inspired by
reading of someone el Ls doing it? etc.); , I

\''

,

(2) The method. learned and develope4 for notekeeping;
form and arrangemgpt of entries (lists of titles and
authors Teed? vericktirif quotations? etc.) ; habits of
'entpy; significant-changesasithe'individual developed
a. personal style that sited him; the way each method
changed with time,; and

. . .

(3) If, how, and Tar what purposes the notes were
.

consul...,

ted and used, especially,c Oily were incorporated
into the individual's own writing.

,

re

11.
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"Antdquarian"Orientation.

, Since to sample size used,in chits study was grade

smali1and sint each of the specimens differed ix the amduntc y

'and kind of information it provided, this study doulq, only

present the 'readily 'available evidence for wt it might

without attempting to rigdrously fill in all gaps as a broader

and more statisti i1 apprpach might warrant. This old-style,

"antiquarian" method of exposition was deemed appropriate both

to the natureof the evidence (infOrmation that exists in isv-

lated tidbits is well-suited to an anecdotal style of presenta=

tion)
1
and to the Abdest,scaleon which this study was contem-'

plated.

Strengths and Weaknesses of This Strategy

his study,proceeded under a number of limitations.

Th most obVious of tillem was the limited number 6f authors con-

sidered; almost no ing could 1e-'said about Only eight writers

that.could be safely a plied to authors in,general. Literary _

nbtebooks are'not even an,important kind of rdtbrd for some

authors, and *some may keep "' notebooks" that have no ostensible

."literary'' purposes. Second, comparison nbtekeepers was

based almost entirely upon iniormation supplied by the published

!MP

.

-notebooks themselves (in the texts or the editorial additions), .. - ,-

although in some cases additional sources happened to be knoWn
. .

and were consulted. NotebdOks are published unsystematically

by many different publishers and, as has been noted, they exem-
,

1
The writer is indebted to W. Boyd RaYward for hp

assurances to this effeCt.

33
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plify a variety of, editorial practices. Editors. present evi-

umdence selectivk iy, with the, of llinating'the figure
-

M N-
.

r
who left it, not with a comparative study of records in mind.

Sometimes Ahey_negldt to comment on'aspects of the 'author's

hotekeeping habits that are releiant to this discussion;
4

strictly parallel information about,each author, therefore,4J

was not always available and it wa beyond feasibility to sys-
..

tematically locate information to 1 in 1 gaps in the final.

mosaic. In some cases, for example, it was not clear what, pro-

portionportion of an author's reidingdnotes survived in.the notebooks.

Surely most of the notebooks represented only a small fraction

of the notes about reading that were made anS.saved during an

t author's lifetime. Besides, a "notebook" is rarely an isolated

instrumetit of record but is usually only paTtof the corpus

of an author's papers that may'remain in.archivalnform.

larger context of'inforMation7handling in which each author

worked,--.44ever, may not have been mentioned by his editors,

and in suchcases there was no thoiceibut to pass silently Over

the omis$ion.

Counterbalancing these difficulties were the attrac-

Otions and advantages of studying secondary sources. That these

were a,convenient mass of sources to handle and consult goes

without shying, 'but their papticular'value here lay in the wide

survey of practices they facilitated. his is in contrast to

what could have been learned frOm

of one or two notebooks in an archive. Besides, since many of ' is

them were prepared for the very purpose of research, these note-,

34
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books contained introductory essays and editorial comments

that broUght'together many deAails that would have been

extremely costly to learn about firsthand donsidering th6

level of,summary desired in this study, it Would have been a

pity to neglect information so.readily supplied. Actually, it

seemed prethature to study original ihanuscripts when published.

. literatilre already abounded with so many ununified details.

That these materials -had been published and were bound to-be

widely known (especially 18 persbns interested in literature),

fUrther suggested that a synthetic view of them would be more

welcome and worthwhile than a mere unearthing of new archival

-sources. Moreover, it was gratifying to reflect that, if some

persons, after reading this Study, .should take an interest in

seeing the notebook's themselves, they would find the search for'

them short and painless; these materials are widely-held in
r

co,llege_and.research libraries-, and, besides, are fairly cheap

to obtain.

Its limitations aside, one purpose of this presentation

was to suggest ideas that might be further pursued in a more

rigorous and expansive study.:

The Plan of This Thesis ,

The following liapter.presents eight case studie

authors' as keepers of reading notes. Beca-use it-is difficult

to group-,the notebooks according to "types,":the organization(

of"Vie chapter follows the chronological orderof the birth -

dates of the authors.. As faras the available notebooks and a '

number of readily=accesiiblo other sources permit, the chapter

. 35
.
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explains ho3 each author began to'make reading notes, the form

in which he made them, and his habits of consulting and using

them. As more g come under discussion,%coMparisens

betweenispecimens are advanced. Someadditional noteboOkS

similar to the basic works are mentioned peripherally to serve
A

(m .

illustrative purposes. The third chapter attempts to ifftegrate

these case studies into a synoptic whole

Relation of This Study to Certain
Aspects of Library Science

Library science borders the topic now under study on

at least three fronts: in its investigation of the history of

records and their users; in-its involvement with perSOnal cog- y

nitian and-the use Of information;dend'in its humanistic,omphassis.

first`,_ many library studies have a historical orienta7

tion. Library science;includes an investigation of fhe history

of recor courses relating to the history of books, printing,

communication, and scholarship are common' offerings in library

sichools. One is tempted to ask, howevbr, why a-broad survey'

1111.
of the history of human records so rarely treatvpersonal ones./

1

Surely ,full-orbed study of records should give some,attention
naM.
to records crated and usedfor personal reasons and not just

to ciblishtd ones:

Next, library science has become involved-with a broad

clasS of phenOlnena to which thg. generic term 'personal informi-

. .

1An
ekarple
J .

be seen in H. Cuppy, "Human Recortl,s:.. A Survey of Their Ills-
this bias tOWards published records can

,---.-

,
"- O

tory frdm the Beginning," John. Ryaands Library Bulletin 27
(December 1,942):182-222.

.

I a
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piocessing is sometimes applied. The expression "infor-

ill`ation processing" is a computer metaphor for human
.. . . .

,

that appears with tncreasing'frequency in textbooks ogni-

tive psychology.
2

In view of its technical connotations it

should be used cautiously, butas it stands, -the term suggests
_

.

a unified body of phenoMena that includes the active'prOcess

thoug
1

of assimilating the contents of written records into personal

cognition. The complete picture heie includes not only rele-

vant perceptual and attentive processes but alto physical tech-

niques of document creation and management.3- Individuals use

these techniques to enhance the availability of chosen blocks

1
See "-information- Processing Models of Cognition" in

Earnest R. Hilgard, Richard-C. Atkinson, and Rita L. Atkinson,
Introduction to Psychology;-5th ed. (New York: Alardourt, Bracp
Jovanovich, 1975), p. 287, et seq. and "Information Theory" in
Robert S. Goldenson, The Encyclopedia of Human Behavior:
Psychology, Psychiatry, and Mental Health (Garden City, New
York: .Doubleday, 1970), _1:614-16. The cognitive, information-.
processing perspective on human behavior is at least...it- pld as
Epictetus, the Greek Stoic philosopher of the first century,
A.D., although scientific formulations from this point of view
were not made until this century., In theEnchiridion, com--
piled by his pupil, Flavius Arrian, Epictetus observes: "You
ask what you can call your.own? The way you handle your
impressions."

2 Iwfl recent examples are Barry H. Kantowitz, Human
.

Infefmation Processing: Tutozials in PerformanceandnliTii-
tion (New York: Wiley, 1974) and Donald A.-Norman, ed.,
Memory and Attention: An Introduction to-Human Information
processing (New York, Wiley, 1976). An interesting turn in
ecretarial work is the use of the term "word processing"to

describe both traditional clerical functions and computer-
aSsisted copying of documents (often letters) in large quantities.

3
Studies of records management tend to be:carried,out

by business interests and are infended'to,improve/the design
efficienq of offi4 methods.' They sack the historical out-
look and, usually, the personal focus of interest here. For a
typical handbook of records management practices in business,

.see J. Harold Janis and Margaret H. Thompson, New ,Standard
Referencf for Secretaries and Administrative Assistants. (New
York: Macmillan; 1972).

3
44,

7
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or 'chunks of
1

information, making certain specific cognitive

events repeatable. The momentary advantages gained from such

techniques may-be small, tut thelf cumulative effect can sub-

stantially affect the quality and kind of one's cognitive
.

capabilities and prospect. Personal record keepijIg is really

a strategy of information handling, and it has social compon-

ents (its techniques are-taught, learned and shared), not to

mention a'historical dimension, tHat library and information

science is better suited to study than is cognitive psiChology,

where the emphasis is strictly on,internal thought processes.

That library science already identifie's with questions of per-
6

sonal cognition and the use of information is tfown by articles j

and book reviews in the professional literature
1
as well as by

...

at least one course offered n library school. 2

This thesis relates t these phenomena in its compari-

son of the personal re'sponAs of a group'of authors to the flow

of their reading experience, and it illustrates how material in

books and ether written matter is actually iperl.,___Books are

_-prepared to be coherent packages of meaning Aose message pro-
.

gressively unfolds for the reader ("reference" books gre/impldr-

_

tant exceptiis), but their contents are seldom, iflever,

1John J. Geyer and Paul.A. Kolers-, "Redding as Informa-
tion Processing," Advances in Librarianship (New York: Aca-
demic Press, 1974), pp.175--237, and "Research in the Fields of
Reading and Communication," ed. Alice Lohrer, Library Treinds-
22 (October 1973). f

. 11, .

211. PROBLEMS IN LIBRARY.AND PERSONAL INFORMATION
PROCESSING . . . fOcus on the user, his needs and,behaviar. Or

.on certain aspect's of mechanization . . . [Professor: Victor
S.] Yngve." The Graduate L4brary School, Unlversity,of Chidago,-
Announcements, 1976-1978, vol. 76, no 2 (August 27, 1976).,
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fated in the usual sequential order in which one encounters

and reads sentences, pages, etc., one after the other. The

mind slices up information according to the quirks of one's

memory before filing it away for retentiori'and later recon-

4struction.
1

Every reader plays the, role of verbal palette )
, .

g
mixer and cognitive.apothecary:; and redding notes provide Ai-

,

ble evidence that individuals proceAs their reading experiences

in different ways, fragmenting alid recombining them according

to individual habits,'preferences, andgoals. . ,
-. i

Last, the'biographicil/literary aspects of this study

are not ddterrents from pursuing it under.the wing of the

11/

library school. The historical roots of librarianship are
.7".

grounded Ai the humanities and, though it has its technological
..dor

features, the library profession today is still tinged with

the love o£: letters. Recognizing this, n inappropriate

to study literary authors and their record keepin

with thee0 of the. bookman. Any'librarian a ce

have applauded such an effort...

techniques

ury ago would

1
See sections on memory in Roger Brown and Richard

Herrnsteixl, Psychology (Boston: Little Brown, 197S):
.

I
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CHAPTER II

EIGHT CASE STUDIES

Mark such expressions as you like with a line under
them. -SentenceS and remarkable passages gather into
your commonplace book.

Richard Holdsworth
1

.

The "Promus" of Francis Bacon2

r.

The first reading record to be.consideTed here was .

'begun by Francis Bacon in his thirty-fourth year-at the begp-.

F

'ning o f Christmas vacation. 3 It served him actively for about-
.

l

/ o
two- years.

4 In it, he entered phrases from his re4ding,
.

think- Alp

ing, andeconversation that struck ha as apt,:elegant,..or use-,
.

I

1
HoLdsworth, "Directions for a Stugenifin the Univer-

sitie,"printed in Harris Francis Fletcher, Theilntellectual
Development of John Miltoh, 2 vols. (Urbana: pniversity of
Illinois press, 1956), p. 644.

2
Francis Bacon, 1561-1 26, 'sources:' Constee %Lary

Pott, The Promus of Formularies and El)egAncyes b3/ F anciT Bacon
Illustrated and Elucidated by P ssages fro' Shakespeare (Bos-
ton: Houghton Mifflin, 1883) w s publish' to demonstrate that

wrote Shakespeare's play and, acco dingly, is heavily
annotated. Bacon's Promus of Formularie and Eleganciesralso
appears in Edwin DAilliiing-LaydTence,114comis Shakes eare (New
York: John McBride, 910),! ,eBacom eg ns to rite in Bowen
provides additional background infotma In addition to
his Promus; according to Ruth Mphd, Bacon also kept "moral,
econ5iTE7rthat is, domestic or privat,),..Ind political indexes

:according to a plan probably' dftived from Aristotle." -

;John Milton, Complete Bose Works, :349.

3
The first page is dated December 6, 157e(Bowen p. 81).

..-

4He made entries in this notebook until somiktime' in
1596 (Pott, p. 1);

'

29
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ful How thelidea to keep* a register of expressioAS came ro4

Bacon is not known. No doubt,,his formal schooling had some

influence
L

but whatever the specific source of the idea for

him, it is.kn,wri that keeping Attekomks in various forms was a

..common practice among educated young men of his time. 1
It, is

int*res Ag that Bacon titled this ledger: . ,,,,,

.
,,,

Will Its penchant-for elaborate:tities, Bacon called his

..

notebook Promus of Formularies ghd Eegancies--f rpulary .

being the current fancy version of the, word form a, and
1

- * romuS the ave who in Roma'', times dispenTO so lies .r

from t e h ehold storeroom:2, .
y

B,acon's original banuscript;Ww)aich still exists, com-

prised-fifty sheets3 (1,68G entrirt1,4 some of them inter-

spersed, with blank leaves. Usually,phrase14they might be
. . fia

'characterized as "word experiments") are written in the form IQ

16

go , .,
.

1
See Louis B, Wright,:Middie-Class Culture in Eliza-

bethan Englghd (Chapel Hill: UniVersity of North Carolina,
Press, 1991, p. 145ff: Hamlet contains an illqtion to common-
place books: Hamlet, to the Ghost:

,
...

,' . . RemeMber thee?. .

.

Ay, thou poor ghost, *tile memiery holds a seat( .

41P In is distracted globe this head]. Remember tileeZ -

400 a, from the 'tine of my memory
I'll° wipe':away all,trivialfond rearrds.,

All saws of books, all fqLps, All pressures past
That youth anti obtervati'ff colikied Iper9,.
And thy comNandment,11 Alone shall live
Within thF, book and volume of my brain!'
Unmixed Wxtlf baser matter'
. .

, My- tables, my table§t- Meet ifis I set it- down
That one may and smile, and be a villain . ..."

Hamlet, I, v, 102-113
.

2BoWen, pp. 81-i2, g.
.

3
Pott4 p. 1. In the upanndtated Version of Durning-

.

Lawrence 2 the'PrOmus occupies ninety -three pages of text.0 ., ..A'

4Ibid.,p. 16: .0 .

4
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of a straight ,list, though at times they appear in two .parallel

columns. Quotatio,n's from the Latin B' Erasmus , Ovid,

.Seneca, Yirgil, and (crucial, to the p rp9te of the Prott edi-

t-ion) ShakeSpeare are written in.the otiAlloal English, Latin,

and ,Greek:

: . . BaCon sei down phrases, words, 'tricks of speech
.whatever might prove useful not only in writing but in .,..

---.- 'Conversation, It is wonderful to read these exercies with
.th simplicity, their- Workaday air. 'One page...is filled
wi 1110 ming an,d evening 'salutations: 'Good night ,,, good
soil., g d matins. . ,. . Go day to me and good morrow to
you. . : ; I pray God yoiir rly.rising does, you _no hutt.
. . . Up early and never th nearer. . .. . There is a law ow

Rgainst liers-abed. 4 'A s sheet has phrases to help -l°
,, speed an argument: 'Now ay satewhat. .- . . Answer ms

..., shortly. . . . The matter g h so slowly 'forward that I 0,
"have almost ftifgsztten it mys f, so as. I marvJ not if my,

4.., s
.

:friends forget.' 4
,

.,.
In nip'st uses, the phrases are set `down-..wit out apparent order

Aw- .. * .
. 4

or connection, as thdlIkgh Bacon ere.
.

ismply, writ4.ng down lines

- 3 *-,
as, they camt to 'him. Quotations are tak-en front his reading.; .

. . ..t . . - ._ .4

"stirred in his memory and thrown down at random, coTrectly,-t _
. i4 . -incorrectly with no authors given. ", 01%P4 COMMeOtatQf gUrInrSeS,.

.

that these ..cwotation-s were written from memory: 47 "
..

4 ?
,

. That they were set down, .not as he read, but. from memory '. '
afterwards, / infer, from, the fact that -many of the guota-: . .?'

tions are slightly inaccurate; and because so many out of III
,

.4.
,Mate :are also. "Some choke Frensh Jsicl Prover [bt,]fl."

oilk'ire'

1

Iatt page', but they are not in pacon's hand, Ibid., p. 2.

2 .
, Bowen, p., 82. ' 9 l ,,,,

I,. t i
' :, . , ^

-'This may have ,been deliberate n the part of Bacon.
.

Erasmus, whose pedagogical ideas still eld great currency at
this time discouraged "literal note-tak ng as a habit injurOus
to tht,anemory and to the power of selection," William Harrison
Woodward, Desiderius Erqsmus Concerning the Aim ,and Method of
Education (New York: Cdlumbia Teachers College, .1964) , p. 119.. ,

'A 4. .10

Bow en, p. 83.
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the same volume come together, and in order, I conclude
that he was in the habit of sitting down, from timeAto \
'time, reviewing in memory the book he had last read, and
jotting down those passages which, for some reasonlior

. other, he wished to fix inhis

It'Cahnot be Said with what specific intentions -Bacon

kept these notes. Perhaps he wished to use them in writing

subsequent literary works. -Bowen thInks Bacon practiced speak-
.

:ing these phrases alone in.his 'room.
2

Almost all of them

appear later in writings such a,s The Advancement of Learning,

Novum Organum,3 and Colours of Good and Evil. 4
In certain

plaCes, lines appear drawn across the entries, as though Bacon

crossed out pa sagesiblien he ucd them later, and, in others,

marks similay to the capital letters T, F, and A are 'placed at

the ends of lines (to suggest where they could be used?). The

fate of some of these imprecise readingnotes then, was that
.-4

they were used ley Bacon without credit to the oriilnal author.

Bowen defends Bacon:
4

t was 1.,.._custvmof the day for readersto copy out, in
, their,cEMonplace books, whatever pleased them in other

men's works. Often enough these diligent copyists neg-
lec d to cite the author's name and ended by mOly

cappropriating wh t they found. One cannot look on it as
plagiarism wit acon, because somehow he trap ormed the
.material; he ca led this the hatching out of her men's
creations: 'I am glad takdosthe part of a good househeni'
he wrote, 'which without any strangeness.will sit upon
.pheasant's eggs.'"

1
.Ames Spedding as quoted by Pott, p. 7.

2 3Bowen, p. -82. , Ibid., p. 83.

_A ,

tort, p. 82. Pott also contends, of cdbrse, that many
of the phrases recur in what she likes'to call' "the plays alleg-

:idly- written by Shakespeare" and shesummons hundreds of quota-
. tions to prove it4

5Bpwen,
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Soirk Bacon's own ideas about notemaking are prover-

bial: !He once e ob

A Man would do well to
A
carry a pencil in his pocket and

wr1te down "the thoughts of the moment. Those that come ,

un ought for are commonly the most valyable, and should be
se lirsd, because they seldom return.1

In The Advancement of Learning he "praises the entw of 'Clam-
,

monplacelf as 'a matter of great essence and use in studyng" 2

.

1

and writes in the same work "touching provision or preparatory

stofe for the furniture of speech and readinesS of invention.

His best-known essay., "0 Studies," contains the motto; "If a

man write litt he had need have a great memory," as men as '

the dictum, ". :,,,., . writing malwth an exact man.' According to
. .

one scholar, "writing," in this, last phrase, is used as a,synec-
9 f4 .

doche to refer to tht registering of summaries, digests, para-

phrases,
,.

?
,. ,.."phrases, Aextracts,.outlinds Sywopses, resumes, verbatim,

\-
,

1
Quoted in The NEW Dict,lonarjr..of Thoughts, rev. and en.,

J(
originally compiled by firyon Edwards New York: Classics Pub -,
lighing Co., 19-10, p. 646...Similarly, Oliver Wendell Holmes
wrote,' "It is !avdapitay plan 1O,carry,a tablet with you, and,
when you. find yourself felicitous, take notes ofPyour own con-
versation,"

IP
the Autocrat of the Breakfast_'Table (New York:

Airmont, 196'8)',L p: 11., -iiCiArkegaar4tad sfitti-Jar impulses: 'i't
is said that Kferkega'aid h a desk'in every room in his hoUse,
in order that'wheneverean idea pccurared to him, even as'he was
moving from room'-to loOom, Fre could immediately register it. He

1(subscribed to ihb ma)Limopf Harrigan: 'There are certain thoughts
a man is capable offkirikinponly once in his life. Write it
down!'" Kierkegaarci 1:xxiii: ,'

, .. ,

2Bacon, The Advihement of_Levping,',quoted in Milton,_
Complete Prose.,Workt, p., 55D.

3
Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning/Novum

Orkanum/New Atlantis .(Chicago: Great Books, 1852), [II,
xxxviii 7] p. 68.

Jo'
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quotations, and underscorings that readers use to imprint what

they read-on the mind and fix it there sharply.
1

book of

Bacon'sPromus is probably the oldest published note-

kind.
,

kind. It illustrates "the pains the man took, the

Iflainness of h notations and experimepts, his meticulous

care of words."2 More t dthat, the Promus is a satisfying

piece of evidence h .Bacon, whose counsels were to become so

influential in intellectual history, based his advice about

notemaking squarely on his own practices.

The Commonplace Boqk_of John Milton3

John Livintston Lowes describes Milton's commonplace

1
FrancisJ. Grenier , .5 . flacon's Portrait of the

'Exact Man': Reading with Pen /in Hand," American Notes and
''' Queries 8 (1969):4-5.

,

.

t2
Bowen, p.

3
John qilton, 1608-1674. Milton's commonplace book

has appeared in several editions. The latest andmost complete
(used here) is included in Wolfe's edition of the Complete
Prose Works of Milton,' 1:362-513, with preface, pp. 344,59,
translation,- and notes by Ruth Mohl (Mohl's preface will be
cited frequently [as "Mohl"] in the following pagedp). Its pur-

rposA is not only to present the full text of Miltalls notebook,
including translations, VilL,to provide complete references,
4Therever possible,, to the sources from which Milton drew quota:
tions. These references, are taken from books owned by or availa-
ble to him,: The Camden Society first arranged to print the dOcu-
melain 1876, and, later in the same year, the Royal Societty of
Literature issued an edition (with a press run.of one hundrei)
of a facSimile^reproduction.- The third edition to appear was
included.in Milton, Works (ColUmbia ed.), 18:128-.221. This was
the first published version to include translations, but it
not show the sources of Milton's ,entries and without this infor-'.
mation the commonplace book is impossible fdr _the general-.reader
to understand. Joseph MiltonFrench, ed., The Life Records Of
J Milton,'S vols. (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Univp;sity

s, ),.which reproduces certain legal documents, rccounts,
etc., pertaining to Milton, includes an account of the notebook
under study ("Begins to. Keep *Commonplace Book," 1:4-5).

I
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book as "a severely ordered collectaneaof extracts culled from

his reading, docketed alphabetically and methodical as a led-

ler." 1
'

2
Clearly; it is a different kind of record th'an'Bacon's

random jottings.- Brislaing-as it doe. with bibliographical.

citations to Milton's books, it is,almost a research notebook.
3

In keeping it,,-Milton utilized techniques that he learned first

at St. Paul's School;. and later refined at Cambridge. 4 The com-

monplace tradition, in which Milton was educated, began in Clas-

1
John Livingston Lowes, The Road to'Xanadui A Study in,

the Ways of the ImaginYtion (Bostoh: Houghton Mifflin,. 1927),
p.' 5.

2 !
The commonplace book was not the only notebook kept by

Milton. Erench alludevalso to another,document (which appears
to be publisfied-in Milton, Works; 18,:228-46): "Keeps Poetic
Notebook with Plans for Poems and Other Writings,".1:3-4, and
Mohl remarks: "From some of the headings and marginal refer- -
ences in the Commonplace Book it is evident that Milton also
kept a Theological Index,lout that manuscript has not beep
found" (p. 349). (See the lower footnote 1 in Mohl, p. 365,
for additional description of t* theological index.) In,addi-
tion, thefe are a Latin table of contents and a seven-page Legal
Index (printed in the Columbia edition, 18:221-28associated
with the commonplace book, but their attribution to Milton is
disputed and Mohl does not include them'in her version of.the
commonplace book.

1
One is .reminded of Wil1 'Cuppy the humorist, who kept

his reading notes in card files, Will Cuppy, The Decline and
Fall of Practically Everybody, introdpctiiin by Fred Feldkadp
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., Inc.," 1950). Donald Lemen
Clark,'John Milton at St. Paul's School: A Study of Ancient
Rhetoric ,in English Renaissance_ Education (New Tort: Columbia
University Press, 1948), writes that fie commonplace book
"reflects the nature of the. filing system used by a mature
scholar, who assembled matter against future use in his publica-
tions . . ." (p. .225).

4
Clark discus,ies the commonplace book in Milton's early

forfnai training ( "Exercises for Praxis: Commonplace Books,"
pp. '217-26). Fletcher tells the complete story of Milton's
work atlEambridge.and includes a complete transcription Qf a'
student manual used there (Holdsworth's "Directions-for a Stu-
dent in the Uni4ersitie," 21624-55). This manual includes

t
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sical times and developed in the Middle Ages to supPort.rhe-

torical and declamatory exercises.' Holman2 provides a useful

definition:

Commonplace Book: A classified collection -of quotations
or arguments prepared for referelice purpodFs.3 Thus, a
reader interested in moral philosophy might collect
thoughts and quotations under such heads as truth, virtue,
or friendship. Commonplace books were utilized by authors
of [essays], theological arguments, and other serious
treatises. The Commonplace Book of Johif Milto4 is still
in existence. The term is also sometimes applied to pri-
vate colleskions of'4favorite pieces of literature such as
the poetic miscellanies of Elizabethan times. R. W.
Stallman's The Critic's Notebook i§ an excellent common-
place book of the [New Criticism].4.

explicit instructions about gathering reading notes and about
copying and memorizing striking passages.

'for a treatment of the cld'ssical roots of the Renais-
sance commonplace book, seeJoan Marie Lechner, Renaisianc
Concepts of the'Commonplaces, 1st ed.- (New York: ageant Tess,
-1961). "An historical" investigation of the general and uni er-
sal ideas used Th all argumentation and persuasion, with special
emphasis on the educational and literary tradition of the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries" (title page).

2
Holman, p. 113.

'This definitionsis,an appealing one but, in actual
usage, the term "commonplace book" ip frequently applied to
describe any private notebook in which entries, whether copied
q otations or original thoughts, are periodically recorded,
r ardless of their arrangement.] Archival use of the term may
ap y it to any kind of memorandum, boot, including alb-purpose ,c
pocket notebooks, scrapbooks.,..etc. A "commonplace book" might
contain lists of address s, drafts of letters, accounts, reci-
pes, photographs, it cl'ppings.

4
Robert' W ost r Stallman, The Critic's Notebook (Min-

neapolis: Unive ity of Minnesota Press, 1950.41,Examples of
the same kind of compilation are:, Charles P, Curtis, A Common
place Book (New York: Simon And Schuster, 1957); Charles
Curtis-and Ferris Greenslet; The Practical Cogitator,(New York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1945), and Edith, Sitwell, A Poet's Notebook
(London: M4millan, 1943). An especially expensive example ls
M. H. Auden, A Certain World: A Common lace .Book (New York:
Viking, 1970). (A den. is fond of compilations with a personal
flavor; -he has also written Marginalia, Academic Graffiti, and
"Apothegms.")

r
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Concise and compiphgnsive treatment of this
.

subject,is rare,
1 ,

but the following article2,provides a good.,summary:

COMMONPLACE BOOK.--A book im which passages on different
topics are gathered under general heads for purposes of",
genet reference and application. A commonplace, or
locus communis, it defined.byCicero as a general argument
which is applicable to many cases (De Inv. 2:xiv-xvi, . . .).
The practice of keeping nbtebooy iF1557;Nich commonplaces
were written was customary among,the medieval students.'
Rudolf Agricola . . in ,his' letter De Formando Studio
(1534), gives perhaps the best examptle of the method in
which such books should be drawn upi 'We should have cer-'
tain topics, as for example, virtue, vice, life, death,- ,

ignorance, benevolence, hate, and others of this kind, the
use of which is quite common on all occasions, and, a it
were, general, and we shoud repeat these-frequently and
refer everything we sty, so far as posible, and certainly
everything we learn,:to these headings.' 'Agricola recom-
mends this method as the best for r,etaining what has been
learned. It will be noticed that most of the topics are
of a moral character. The Loci Communes of Melanchthon.
(1525) had a religious content. Erasmusjecommends the
taking of notes lit-class, not verbatim as dictated by the
-texcher, but under headings systematically arranged. The
keeping of commonplace books usuIly accompanied the
exercises in declamation . . . and disputation . . . , the
notebooks serving for ready reference on the theme under '

discussion. hn excellent example of the commonplace book
is that comEil0 by Milton,.,:,The commonplace .book was
naturallytransferred to this country, and is early found
at Harvard. Samuel,.5ewall . . . defiftes commonplacing as
the reducing and treating of topics oftheology, philoso-
phy, etc., under certain commonplace o general heads" -
.(Diary, 1674). Commonplacinvas .a p rt of the,disputation
is referred to as an exercise expec.ld of all sophisters
and bachelors (Laws, Liberties, and orders of Harvard Col-
leje, 1642-1646). The term seems to have been used both
of the short sermon delivered by students at the opening
of the day's work, and of the regular defending of a thesis '

lAs it is of'so many pre-modern forms of notemaking.
Besides the Oxford English Dictionary, there are few sources
that discussthe historical use of such terms as adversarta,
'analecta, antitheta, collectanea, chrestomathy, commonplace,
commentari, compilatio, enchiridion, emphemerides, exempla,
florilegium, formula, index rerum (and verborum), marginalia,
miscellanea, scholia, spicilegium, and vademecum.

2Paul Montoe, ed., A Cyclopedia of Education (New,Xork:
Macmillan, 1911), 2 :7, 160.61. Unfortunately, the article Ps
,not signed- \

I
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at graduatidn.1 The commonplace book disappeared generally
in the middle of'the eighteenth century,2 although it
appears to have been in use in the Aixth form at Harrow as
late as 1839. .(See.Americin Annals of Education, 9 (1839):
100).

The commonplace book or Stammbuch, not only served an
educational purpose. In the eighteenth century in Germany
the practice arose of keeping auti6graphAlbums, in which

* autographs were accompanied by quotation§ or anginal con-
. tributions of a literary character . .

Arising out of both these forms of practices is the
publication 'of books of quotations-and sayings on any one
topic, taken from all languages.

Milton used his comm place book to record facts,

trations and ideas from his general reading. Beginning at

about the age of twenty-three; he used the same notebook inter-

mittently for some thirty-four years. The page of the manu-

script, ,eiginll ound in rough sheepskin, were close in size

to sheets o typing paper...0_ Of the 222 pages (111 leaves) that

1
See Fletcher', 1:57. .

2
YeLThomas Jefferson kept at least two commonplace

books which ave survived frieft about this time: The Common-
place Book of Thomas Jeffer on, A Repertory of His.Ideas on
Government, ed. Gilbert Chi rd (Baltimore: John siic ihs
Press, n.d.),.and The Liters Bible of Thomas Jefferson:. is
Commonplace. Book of Philosophers and Poets (Baltimore: Johns'
Hopkins press, 1928). Among his many reading notebooks, which
shall be seen, Emerson kept a commonplace book of classified
quotations. His index was arranged according to the method of
*John Lockeipt scheme which was popularized by the commercial
marketing orblankbooks ruled according to Locke's tystem. *ee
Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks
of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. William,H. Gilman (Cambridge: Bel-
knap Press, Harvard University Press, 1960), 1:26. tven some-

- one as far removed prom the Renaissance as Woodrow Wilson kept
a commonplace book. Wilson (1:83ff) began his notebook after
reading an article desctibing dg index rerum, a "methodically
arranged-cbmmonplace book," and, interestingly, he made his
entries in shogrthandi

3
Beethoven's4Stammbuch was of this kind.

4Measuring 11 1/4 by about 9 inches.
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remain, Millon's notes cver 71 pages.1 It appears that d11

the 'no M'lton recorded in the book have survived, despite

the fact that a number of leaves and parts of leaves have. been

cut away. The finalpage of the notebook contains an index to

the foregoing entries.2 The manuscript is divided into three
,

topical sections, each prefaCed by a title 'Age: "IndeX,

Ethicus," "Index fiEconoiics," and "Index Poaiticu." Milton

appears to have written on the length rather- than the' breadth

of the page,3 making his entries in English, French, Italian,

Latin, and Greek.
Is.

Milton's genera1 reading was vast in scope and the man

pursued hit studies systematically and witVcare. He obviously

began to keep his commonplace book so that the benefits of, his,

learning would not be lost to him. He cites about ninety

authors, many of them obscure to the moplern reader, 4 some rep-

resented by more than one work (110 works i all). Many sour

ces, such as.the Bible and the class&cs,'which Milton used con-

stantly, were not repiesented at all in the commonplace book;,

these obvious deletions aside, it is still certain that Milton

did not make notes on everythinghe read. His historical read-

1 Examination of the manuscript shows that pagetWere
originally umbered,from 1 to 250. In print, the commonplace--
book (Yale edition) occupies 151.pages,

2
According to Mohl, Milton in the Areopogitica calls

this kind of flyleaf index a "topic folio, .(p. 350).

3Se Mohl's facsimile page, p.361.

4
For instance, Cedren, Cuspinian, Girard, Giovio, Joviu

Procopius, Seissel, Sigonius, Sleidan, Thou (or Thuanus
:and Villani. IP

4
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.ings are especially we'll- represented anclrhe also copied.quota-
.

tions from his readings in? travel literature, biography, law,

military science, philosophy, theology, and science.' Many of

the -rioters refer to volumes*in Milton's own library, an impres-

sive collection of books so large'that Milton once changed his

residence for the sake of a place to keep them. 2
"Milton's ,.

,method of note-taking; Ruth Mohl surmisesimmUst have.been

that of most of his learned predecessors and contemporaries.

Bacon kept just such moral, economic (that is, domestic or

private), and political indexes [as Milton's], according to a

plan probilay derive from Aristotle."3 She continues:

Like the modern note-taker, they chose broad, genergl
headings under which, to record their-findings from Inany-
sources; but unlike modern notes taken'on cards for filing, 4
the entries or "commonplaces" on each topic were put
together in a book. for ready'reference when needed. Som
times, as a result, the entries were crowded; but there
they were together, for use in disdussion of that topic
later on.5

1

1Mohl, p. 348, provides a concise description of the
chronology of Milt'on's reading.

2 Ibid.:`'p. 355. Mohl. notes the value.of Milton's com-
. monplace bogik "as a key to the use, of his library. For no mat-.

t how 'ef the notes, with them he-coUld turn to his books,
whe cast n demanded, and review in more detail the reasons
for views and'faiths formulated earlier," (p. 356).

::

bid,, p. 349,

!
,

4
oldsw*rth (Fletcher, p. 651; aoldsworth,pp, 50 -51)

describes how one student of the time kept a scrap file in lieu
of a commonplace hoolc. He "caused a box to be made with_ as many

'partitions as he .c..cukbelfrave had heads in his booke, so,that
writing hii Collection in any bit of paper, he night without
onore trouble throwe it in to its Topick, '& look over each divi-
Iiii on occasion," Holdsworth did not like this idea,

5
Mohl, pp. 349-50.

4
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In the beginning, Milton kept the notebook entirely by

himself (his ha4dwriting is clear even after three hundred

years and stains of dampness). But he continued his private

studies even afte r the onset of blindness, when (at abOut

forty-two years of age) he began dictating entries for the corn-
_

monplaw book to secretaries ("amanuenses"), of whom he was

to employ at 19ast five or six. Study of,his handwriting

reveals that Milton's practice was to write a heading at the

top of each new page he used, to make the first entry just

below it on the page, and to enter a citation for the passage

in his index at the h.me time.. Several entries were irequently,

'recorded in succession, as shown-by clumps of similar hand-

writing which come to an even margin. SuCh sections are less

crowded than portions added at.a later time,,which are not con-

tinuous and-Okich may be written in a different hand with a

different kind of pen, and which are sometimes inserted in a

space too small for them. Sometimes additions are recorded in

the margins with_asterisks showing.where the material would have

gone had there been room. 1

Milton made careful, scholarly notes, not the casual,

evocative jottings one might expect of' a poet, and these show'

him to have had a'thorough knowledge of his books. Besides

quotations-and paraphrases, he regularly recorded bibliographi-

cal citations from his reading; in fact, alopccasional entry.,

consists of only such a citation. Milton made his entries as

brief as possible. He abbreviated the names of authors and

1
Ibid., p.' 351.
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titles of works; but in most cases recorded the boob chapter,

sectionor pagernumber so that he could refer to his sources.

rater. In recording these citations, he used the abbreviations

"1." for liber (book), "c." for caput (chapter), and "p." for ,

page or Agina. He sometimes indicated hi's use of a Greek,

text by the abbreviation "grwg'." Though he made his 9otes

carefully, Milton was hot consistent in his placing of head-

ings and references. Often he paraphrased his original sourOp

(in whateverslanguage it'happened to be written)1, and Ire-
.

'----,quently added his own.comments at the beginnings and ends of
#.

entries. Wheit he quoted, he Aten omitted quotion marks.
./

.

In such cases "[t]he word 'iyiquit' (he says) before a quotation

i

furnis

A
s an 'occasional-clue and the symbol &c at tht end of a

quotat
J. .

provides another; but they are often lacking."2

# Like Bacon, Milton found'his notebook useful in his .

writing. Interestingly, the sequence of subjects in which he .

wrote his rater works'follows approximately the'arrangement of

the-commonplace book. Mohl"repOrts that "Milton's record of

indebtedness [to his commonplace book] in phrase, sentence, or
,

idea ", is to be found everywhere in hif'works:: . [A]lmost-

every entry'was put in use .in some form or another. "3 Some of

the ideas he recorded were so fundamental to his thinking that

they pervade all his writing. In summary, Milton's commonplace

6
book was a vital part of, his studious and literary endegvor,

1
Ibid., p. 350..

2
Ibid.-

3Ibid., pp. 358-59. Mohl's notes indicate some of the
more important uses Milton made of individual entries.

%Ow
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for Milton was a lboolliSh'poet, and "without the-ai of books

co which he carefully took notes, there would ilikno Milton as

we know him1"1

The Desk- and Pocketbooks of
Samuel Taylor Coletidge2

"I have bought a little blank-book and a-portable ink,

horn; and as I journey onward, I here and anon'pluck"ihe wild

flowers of Poesy. tt3 So wrote.Xoleridge in a letter td'Robert
/ .

Southey as he began the first in what was to be a series of

sixty-seven notebooks written aver a span of about forty years.
k...

Most of these notebooks, like thefirst one; were of. pocket

size, though some were larger-and more hand omp, clearly
.

intended tfor use a a desk. The larger -note ooks are more

orderly, being sometimes compiled from the pocketbooks, which

were used by Coleridge wherever he was to register promising.

4

1
.Ibid., p. 359. i

2
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 1772-1834. Sources.: Note--

,books, complete ed., edited by Kathleen Coburn, vols. 1-2 KNew
YOThT Pantheon 'Books, 1959; 1961), vol. 3 (Princeton: Prince-
ton University Press, 1973), is the basic work. It is issued 1-*
in six volumes, three of text and three. of notes, all boll, in
red with a red silk bookmark sewn into each one. It fills out
the picture cr

;

ated by Anima .Poetae, an edition of selected

:

aphorisms and entences from the notebooks. Coleridge himself
_prepared Aids to Reflection, ed..Derwent Coleridge (LOndOn:

-.-> E. Moxon Son, 1854), a didactic religibus work in commonplace
book style. John Livingston iowes-discussed the genesis Of
"The Rime of the ent Mariner" and."Kubla--Khan," usiig the

ot "Gutch Memorandu Book," one'of the earliest surviving note-
books. .

, -

3
Col ridge, "Notes," Notebooks, 1:xvii.

, .

4"For about forty years, from the time of his f. st
walking tour in Wales in 1798 until a few weeks from-hi,

re,in July 1834, Coleridge wrote in notebooks . .-,. [T]hey re,
with.a few exceptions, numbered froth 1 to 67 . . .° Ibid.,
"Text," 1:xi.
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ideasithat'camo..tdigai (towards the end of his life he called,
. .

.

2them "The p.ycatche . ... . 40 ,

Anima Poetae summarizes thecorpus of notebooks asa
e,1 t whole:

*
2

Of, the 'intervening spllection of pocket-books note,
books,- copy-books, of all shapes, sizes, and bindings, a
deta'il'ed description would be tedious and out-of place. .

T,heir content's may be roughly, divided into diaries of
'.9. tours in- ny, the Lake District; Scotland, Sicily, and\ ,

, Jtaly;,n. -,,, ,a, r projected and accomplished works, rough,
.:- drdfs.'.of i , schemes of metre a di metrical experiments;

notes. for c4,1;res-on Shakspere a other `dramatists; quo-
54titiOns from Dooks of travel, fro Greek, Latin, German w

and Itiiian classics,.with and wWibut critical commenTS;
innumereble-fnegments of metaphygrtal and theolol,ical '

----' speculation; and commingled with this unassorted medley
., - of facts and thought fancies an occasional and inter-

-- mitte record of perantl feeling, of love, and friendship, .

it of disappointment dnd regret, of.penitence and rerrelve,4-*
"of faith and hope in the Unseen.3 -

4'he notebooks of Coferidg6.
.
deir'art mekkedly from the restraineg

,

14iThe,li,terary instinct,"'said Samuel Butler in the ..

,
.

Way-of All Flesh, "may be known by &nan's.keeping aStall.,
notebook illhis.waigtcoat pocket-into which ha jotsdown any-
thingfthat,ttrikes him,'-or-any goad .thing that he hcars said, .

or a reference he thinks .will come:in useful to himf" Butler,
13.5: 'Butler carried, on this very practice for the'greater ., r

part:of his' life, copying thebtnotes he made into larger books
,-_,\t-,,v- (calIe4bcoMmonplate,books). The Contents of .these were in. r',turn reTisai, rel-rcopied and indexed, resulting 'in a final total,...z.:-,.

of six large.notebobks at the end of Butler's life., t .

. The-pocket notebook lies always been a popular devke
among creative people.. A recent study of cOntemporafy poets
shows thal many of them habitually carry - notebooks And index

',
cards to'veCure-promising ideas that come 'to them for later /1;1 "8.

,

\ evalbation, and- use. Alberta T.'Tutnerl.ed.1 Fifty
ll

Contemporary
. Poets: Theeeeative'ocess (New York: David MckayCo., 1977),

!, reviewed in Hugh 'Kenner, "The Ppets Explain," -The New York
\, VW' Times Bobk Review (July 21, 1977), pp. 12-13-:' Even Lgonardd

as Vinci .carried tiny paper pads-,1.11 hiss belt 'on which to make

,r;',

- ' qbick skl4hes during the ,workday, In h' s. t e he would
.

,.
,. sort ti 40.ps toplFally and copt, them in his- boots.

..,. ,_

! 72Coleridge,,Antma-Poetae,:p: xi.
.-V*-' . ,..

x

,.-

, ,,,, s -,
3Ib-id pp. vi' it, ilk li

s *

. ...../ + 41., 7.4
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V
nottpaking styles used by Bacon and' Milton.le hundred years

4 earlier.' iiiiriiiiThis may reflect the cOttast bp*We k English,
,.. .

, 4 5 .,.

Renaissance and the Romantic Era in which Coleridge lived,

4

,
. 5-

with'its climate ofself-expression,) although no doubt it
0

.,..
,owes'-a great deal, too, to Coleridge1s' own lack of gystemf- . 4 %.'

arJfrom the precise nations of Milton',cOmmonplace book,

'for the courtly lines in Bacon!s Promus, Coleridge's memoranda'

.#, are restive, gettated, and impulsive: order in which he J
.

made entries was virtuthy random. In.the begrning Coleridge_
'N.,../

had attempted to keep his notebooks in an organized"way. Its J
. ,

,.
.

,But after [his] experience of Notebook.3 1/2, which te
. ,

tried to divide up into sections. . . . ', and after two or
three tither 'faint efforts to use different arts of a, book
for differAt kinds_ of thine, he apparently became recon-,'
ciled to the farrago of unrelated matters he noted -clOwn
and gage up trying to be syltetatic.4

ai

1Diarizing' was in vogue in Coleridge's day. As the
save of Romanticism swept through Europe, re ders were colle.ct-
ing and preservi4 choice passages from book azine
Iles, and even letters. This was,a period hosp ble.to self-
exploration and personal expsession. :In Germ , Schubert com-
posed proverbs and kept a pottic diax'y as a boy; 1,ater, the
young Schumann made a,"Collection of Mottoes" and filled a
melancholy journal with'evidence of his artistic'ambitions and
rumitic.stirrings. Goethes Elective Affinities contains an
ejitry "From Ottpie's biary" characteristiC of the-prevailing
cultural mood:

,

. "Any good thought Which Je read, Anything 'striking
,which'we have heard, we commonly enter in our diary; but
if we would take the trouble,' at the same time, to copy out
of our friends' getters the remarkable observations, the
otiginal4deaS, the hastywords'so pregnant inmeaning,
Which woMight find in them, we should_ %hoft be rich indeed.
Is lay aside letters never, to read,,,them again, arfd.at last

,destroy theM out of'.diScretion, and so ,disappears the
most beautiful, the most immedate breath of life, irrecov-
erably for ourselves and.for others. intend to make
amends in future for such neglest."

Johann Wolfgang von'Goethe; Elective Affinities (New York:
Ungar, 107),p. 202.

2' \
Coleridge, Notebooks, Another time Ke tried

)1 S. # .
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The result of this resignation to disorder was an unfathomableh-
(

mass of matttetial: Coleridge knew that there were valuable
,0

ideas buried beneath all the rubble an4ronce contemplated-mak-

book. of extracts from his notebook for pUblication:

When ghail I find time & ease to reduce my Pocket-books
and Memorandums to an Index- -or Memorim Memorandorum?
If--aye! and alas! Ifif I could see the last sheet of
my Assertio Ftd.ti Christiana', et Eterni temporizantil;
having previously beheld my ElementS of Discoufse, Logic,
Dialectic, & Noetic, C non, Criterion, 4 Organon,
with the philosophic Glo rwin one printed volume, &
the Exercises in Reason as another--if--what then?
Why, thearI would publi 11 that remained unused,
Travels & all;,under the Titleof Excursions abroad & at -

Home, what I have seen what I have thought aiwith a
little of what I have felt, iA the words in which I told
and talked them to my Pocketbooks, the Confidantes who
have not betrayed me, theFriends whose Silence was not
betri'action, and the Inmates before whom I was not ashamed
to complain, to yearn, to weep--or .even to pray!- -

To which are addedMarginal notes from many be.e.les old.
.Books-and one or two new ones-

\ Sifted through the Mogul,Sielle-ortruty towards my
Neighbor-- By 21,Junt 182.31

to4keep an alphabetical vocabulary book; a cumbersome and
whimsicll scheme,that soon failed, ibid., l:xxvi. Coleridge
crammed the maximum--amount of material, into his pocketbooks;
"[T]he acute paper shortage of the period of the NapoleoniC
wars" ,1:xxiii) encouraged 'this frugality.

1
iIbd., pp. 18-19., June, 21, 1823. ifti.nted also as an

epigraph to Anima Poetae. " tr'frvris..the pronunciation for
"S.T.C." (Samuel Taylor Coleridge), written in Greek charac-
ten. Coliridge was fond' of writing in' the Greek alphabet in
kiAotebooks,.

Leonardo da Vinci had similar problems with his own W.
voluminous papers and prefaced one bundle of notes with these

.

lines:
"This will be a collection withOutNrder,,made up -oOmany,
sheets which I have *copied here, hoping afterwards to
arrange them in 'order in theit proper places according to
4theubjects of which-they treat;' and I believe that -before
I. am at the end of this I shall have,to repeat the same
thing sevepal,times; and therefore, 0 reader, blame me not,:
-because the subjects are many, and memory'cannot retain
them and say 'this I will not write because I have altvdy.
written it.' And if I wishfd to avoid falling into thi%

.57
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'Coleridge made notes Aleever he was: whether at.hii desk
, .. .

or in the .Sitting-room, jogging children on hiS knee (their ..,

`marksT'stray "scrawls and pothooks 1 sometimes turn up'in the
A

notebooks). Npl. addition, -II Thje -wrote, wi'jcziow under the influ-
,

ence of spirts and opium, in th dark, enfel1 7Sides and

ntain-tops, in bed,'and pr b4ly in stageco/ches even when

they were on .the move.!' 2
The

chaotic as Coleridge came back later to insert aftetthoughts
. .

above and fOotnotes beneath his originajpjottings. To add some

notebooks became-more and more

. .
element of order, he sometimes separated entries with a diagona t

: . .

,

line, a practice that G. M. Hopkins may. have learned from see-.

ing Coleridge's notebooks.3 Coleridge himself had trouble
9 t

reading his own tangled writing. At one point he noted that he

-* u4 ..

had written "rather scramblinglr. As' they exist nowt :the. e

notebooks are fading and water-stained, and the margins and 4

mistake it would be necessary in order to prevent repeti-
tion, that on every occasion in which I wished to trans- /

, cribe a passage I should always read over all-the precpd- :1
ing portion, and this especially because long-periods lof ''
time elapse between one time of writing and-another.

'Edward MacCu3Iy, ed., The Notebooks of Leonardo da VinCi, 2 vols.
,.. ...(New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1955), 4:41.

In passing,lit might be observed that there ate certain
,...rewards for disorganization. As A. A. Milne observed: "One of

the ac1antages of being disorderly is that one is constantly ia'

making exciting discoveries." o kn6ws how aliking for the
element of surprise may have s' acked many persons who
firmly resolved to keep things rder!-

- 1
' -Coleridge, "Texik" Notebooks, 1:xxxv.

. .2
Ibid., p. xxxiii.

3
E. Blunden; "Coleridge's Notebooks," Review of English

Literature, 7 (January 1966),S5-31, especially p. 29. -

4
Coleridge,'Text;" Notebooks, l:xxx.

8
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inside covers have been rubbed to smear the writing"(that in

'pencil especially) from being carried in ColeTidgett knapsack

or 'walking-jac et. Any-editor of These records must wrestle

with hard deci ions - -and dOatot of explaining: Kathleen

Coburn confr nted many thorny issues, sdme imes establishing

unorthodox, policies of editing .(e.g., "Slips of the pen are
.. ..

respected, . . . such things have their on interestand sig
; ,

nificancet.").
1

When she had done all an ufian being could do

to expelvColeridge's notes, Miss-Coburn wrote (with a sigh,

one fancies)t "As .to many other irregularities, he goes 'to

2tapress with all his sins uponhis head."

The notebooks of olqridge are full of the most' wining

Idiosyncrasies'. Mrs. A. CITIman,ea moralistic custodian of

the notebooks,after Coleridge's,death, whose marks of censorship

were left with heavy black, ink, scissors, and acid eraser, was

/f equently moved tkcommentin the margins as she read over the ,--

notes ("I believe it. A.G." or "How very affecting! A.G.").

Coleridge's notebOoks'show the J'unfinished vitality of the_
.

.

'studio. " Of Notebook No 2 Coburn wrote, "It ik possible 'that
, .. .

,
this, like some of the la er ones, was a notebook of home manu-

facture,.

,..

..0

facture.. The stitching is or was, very uneven."4 Coleridge
. .

.

1 ,

set a standard
i
spf honesty for himself on the first page of hif

first notebook by4Erossinog out t* first hewrote and attempt-
. a

4 ing'fi-agtin. l'he r-tbat fdllow are filled with a myriad

r 2' \
.

. Ibid.. Ibid., p: xxxiii.

3
Ibid., p. xviii:T "ibid.,,e. xxi.

59
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of thingSsin no particular orderl--viddles, accbunts poetical

scansion (usually without Ards), and descriptions of country-
.

sides and pastoral scenes (with line:to suggest the'contour .of

- the Land). -Daily,schedulesshow that Coleridge was gri' inveter-
-

ate planner, sometimes workingnown to the minute. In one

place he allowed himself "ten minutes for clearinidishes."
7

Ar"

Along with theseischedules *re lists of household "Desiderata";

one such list includes a pipe, a cheeSe-toaster, a potato:

roNter,,and "four urine pots." 3
At times, C81.eridge wrote in

a. code (which, reportedly, w4s not diaicult for the editor to.

decipher) ,4 made up of Greek letters and marks of punctuatibn,:to,

preseiveaprivacy.. Sometimes he transliterated an English word-
- -

'0"Coleridge regula y.used his noteboaks from both ends.'
The in de covers ame to be used at odd time's for. brief jot- .

,gmb tinge. like addresses, appointments, titles of books, laundry
'lists, stall things he did not wish .to lose among (nor allow to
interrupt) the notes on a tour in the Lakes, plans for articles-
,Ar pOems, or other more highly valued memoranda," ibid., xviii.
"[T]he ,use of almost all the notebooks was intermittent: within
,a week two or throe notebooks sometimes came into use, and many

/:pfthem were set aside in drawer or pocket, ooar travelling:case
-for months, even years, and hence were intstradic use over a
long span of time," ibid., p, xx. Coler-idge tried to compen,
sate for this by dating the occalkon when he returned to a note-
book after a period of not using-it, ibid., p. xxii. ,

r

,

2 S 4'Ibid., p. 283. ,a Ibid. , 4). 284: Ibid., p. xxxiv.
4 V r

5That Coleridge occasionally had qualms about hbwothLs
might look upon his notes is clear.; inone placg he wrote:
"Mem. If I, should- die without having destroyed 'this and my,

other Memorandum B s, I trust, that these Hints and fist
Thoughts, oftertitooc%itabilia rather than ac+ual .cogitata a .

me, may not be understood as my fixed.opiniongo.,but merely as ,

the Suggestions of the disquisition; '& acts ot obedience'to the
,-apostolic command of Try ala things: hold fast that which js
good," ibid., p. xix. -

4
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into Greek chatacte s, as 4e did theihame of Sarah Hutchinson,

'his mistress,

.J14ough Cobbft's notes explain almost every one of-

Coleridge's entries individually, they nowhere summarize the

"reading notesip" Where possible Coburn Specifies the source

of Coleridge's quptations (often taken down with no reference

it
t o o fitin), but in preparing the notes for publication she

. "haunted.less by perfectionist standards than by the desire to

Make Coleridge available."2 AkeTidg'e did not really make

conscious "reading notes" as such. He merely jotted dctatnfragmenti"

from Vs.- reading in the'same mercurial' way that he recorded

his own thOughts: just as they came to him, with' little con-

abput verbal fidelity to the original (his *ord-play
.

extended even to he Greek passags he copied), let alone lhe

citation of a,source.' His reading notes range from notes on

Tiany BiblicaLtexts"to extracts from a rare ,volume of Bruno.

Coleridge gathered phrases not only from'books,but from:let-
.

ters and conversation,

The use of Coleridgo's reading notes, therefore, is not

4 "Sarah" was.changed to "(APA.." One is reminded of a
similar trick used by:young-Thomas Jefferson, who camouflaged
the name "Belinda" in his letters by writing, in backwards in
Greek characters: "A3A/00."

2
Coleridge, "Text," Notebooks, 1 1..

3Yet his reading notes are an important difference .

,between his notebooks and Shelley's, which resemble Co,reridge's.. ual"
clearly in form:

4
See,,fo'r example, Coleridge, "Text," Notelodoks0 vol.

notebopk 1, entry 6, passim.

.4
. SIbid., notebook 21, ent les,927-28.

61
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A
easy to describe. Coburn here, lf saysl"much work needs .to-be

done do Coleridge*ealing, not only of books but ofperiodi-

cals."1 Tk"Gutch Memorandum Book" contained material taken

from travel literature and Lowes has treated itlthoroughly in

his The Road to Xanadu. But; though the use of Coleridge's

notebook memoranda in his published work is traced in Coburn's.

notes, there is still quite an incomplete accounting of them.

Coleridge did do a certain amount of direct transcribing, but

not to theextent that either Bacon or Milton did. Certain

ideas and turns of phrase appear in'his poetic and:prose Writ-

ings that are reflected in his n6es, but at this stage"of

/'-scholarship, little ore can be said but that his notes'atsis-

ted him in reviewi certain details, of his reading experiencTs

that he might "otheriiise have forgotten.

Certainly Coleridge considered his reading important.

He often recorded the dates of reading anTrereadidg books, not

to mention passages.within tooks. 2
He once thought of a plan

for charting one's intellectual growth whiCh involved:
s

beginning a separate notebook for 'each of '[two or thwe
great] writers, in which your impresSions . are t' be' -
recorded with 'date of-each . . . "[and- revised about once
a year] . . . [A] continuity would be given'to Your"being,
and its progressiveness'insured. All your knowledge other-
wise obtained, Whether from books or conversation or
experience would find centres around which.it would organ-
ize.

Coleridge's notebooks are a faicinat ng as emblage of

.Tact, speculation and nonsense. Lowest des ription f the

lIbid., p. xl: 2lbid., p. xxiv.

3
Coleridge, Anima Poetae, p. 253.

1%,
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"Gutch Memorandum Book," when taken as,a,description of-the

w4ple body of Coleridges_notebooks, provide's a fitting post-

script: ,

It is a catch-all ft? suggestions jotted down chaotically r
from Coleridge "s absorbing adventures among books. It is
a-repository of waifs and strays of verse, some'destined
to find a lodgement later in-the pqems, others yet lying
abandoned where they fell, like drifted leaves. It is a

A mirror of the'fitfUl and kaleidoscopic moods and a record
of the germinal tistokLone,cf the most supremely gifted
and utterly inca ul bl spirits ever let loose upon the
_planet. . An it is like nothing else in the world' so much
as a jungle, illuminated eerily with patches of phosphor-
escent light, and peopled with uncanny4ife and strange
exotic flowers. But it is teeming and fecund soil, and
out dT it late; rose, like exhalations,4kleaming and
aerial shapes.1 -

.

The Journals and Miscellaneons Note-
books.of Ralph'Waldo Emerson

It is almost iMpossiblt to summarize meaningfully a

mass of material so rdich and various, as the published notebooks

of Emerson. In these extensive transcriptions one sees a deVo--*
4

tion to the etootdiliterary remains of Emerson verging on idola-

. try. The editors,have employed and -;alas 'for them!-Icontinue
.

to employ the mos meticulous techniques to reproduce the note-
.

1LOyes, p. 6. ,

. ,
2
Ralph Waldo Emerson; 1803-1182." Sources: Sablarly 1..

'activity in the fields of Emerson and Thoreau has expanded
greatly during the past two decades. The basiC.work here is* .

Emexson, Journals 'and Miscellaneous Notebooks. This work^Walr
originally contemilated to fill about sixteen volumes. To ate4 (1977), thirteen of them:have been issued, covering the year- -s

1819-10855. This edition is an approved text of the Center for
c ' American Editions of American Authors of the Modern Language

Associdtion and bears its insignia. It ,supercedea the ten -
volume Journals_of Ralph Waldoi.Emerson, eds. Edward 'W. Emersoh ..4

and Waldo Emerson' Forbes (Boston: Houghton Miffliw; 1911) , sna
its abridged offshoot, The Heart of Emerson's Journals, ed.

C.7

Bliss Perry (Bostoh: Houghton Mifflin, 1914). .
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books in astonishing detail.1 They not only make every effort

to recover and present the "original text" (which sometimes

includes erased pencil writing!) but also to relate all the

materials to specific details of Emerson's career as a lec-

turer, essayist, and poet.. MapseS of lige print describe the

conditioniof each notebook explicitly, missing pages 'are faith-

fully reported, and appendices carefully, relate the codex manu-

scripts to the published notebooks!' A'sy.stem of symbol-s. shows

cancellations, insertions, additions, variants, and materiij

lost by accidental mutilation (some'is recovered conjeCturally

and is so labelled). The editors presery merton's original

pagination and dating, his system across- references, and

own indexes to the notes (correcting his errors and. expanding

his abbreviated-citations with full title and page references).

They distinguish bAween entries originally made in pen and
i

pencil,-and they describe significant details of capitalization

and punctuation, as well. as brackets,- curves, double and triple,.

underscofing,.practice penman.Ship, isolat.ed.words and letters,

supers'cripts, insertions, symbols (including poinxing-htds and

Emerson's "mark. of original authorship"), marginalia, and the

sketches and miscellaneous markings which decorate the note-
,

1 . ..../N

Tne details of this procedure were carefully decided
u on in. advance by the CEAA. Aside from .general objections to

0Awd°111ii

.general
e methods of the CEAA, the detailin which the Emerson material

s being transcri was attacked by Lewis Mumford in "Emerson
Behind Barbed Wire, The New York Review of Books 7 (January,18,
1967):1-5. The CEAA is also publishing Washington frving's
Journals and Notebooks and Mark Twain's Notebooks and Jown ls,
eds. Frederick Anderson, Michael B. Frank and Kenneth M! San
derson, 2,vols. to date (1977) (Berkeley, Los Angeles: Unive
sity of CalifOrnia Press, 1975-).

. ---....
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hooks. The,delight of this system of discription is the way-,

it.catalogs minor features explicit]' for the reader, leaving

virtually nothing unnoted that might be overlooked in a fac-

simile dition. his.is not to say that the notebooks have

b n strictly reproduced jot for jot in-typeface, for the

editors omit Emeison's underscoring to indicate intended revi-

sion, they silently expand Emerson's common personal contrac-

tions, and.they like&se omit slipsof the false starts

at words, careless repetitions of a single d, and EmersonN.

occasional carets tinder insertions. To give an i ea of how

the original page's looked, a page ortwo of facsimile is

included in nearly every volume.]

Emerson's.notes represent man f s of record. His

noteritoks include both quotations and_or.i.ginal writing (some

of it early drafts of works), as well as index volumes that

gave Emerson a conspectus of his reading and referred himto

specific pages in his notes. Emerson_ scanned and reviewed his

previous journals thoroughly, rereaddng, revising, and index-

ing teem not once, but often. He sometimes, added comments

(e.g., "Pish.")2 at a late time.: The editors describe the

qIIInotebqks by,suchtitles "Blotting Book,". "glue ,Book," "Col-

I
See, for example, the ledVes inserted between pp. 158

and 159 in EmerSon, Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks, vol. 1.
2
Ibid., 1:xiii. Raymond Chandler also added comments

(e.g., "Oh, my God," or "God help us") when rereading his note -, k

books when he pensed pretensiousness in his writing Whandler,
p.,2). Louisa May Alcott did the same thing, adding comments
(e.g., "Good joke" apd "Poor little sinner!") to the diary she
was required to keep as a girl when she read it again for.ty
years later (Moffat, pp. 28-33).

te
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lege Theme Book,"*"Collectanea,". "Memo," "Journal;" "Pocket

,, Diary," and "Sea Notes"; sometime they use Emerson's own

titles, such as "Composition,"'"Encycl.

"Platoniana," "questIons "'"Sermons and Journal," '"The Uni-

ia," "Index Minor,"

vere," and "Wide World," not to mention the less imaginative
4

ones such as "Notebook Phi" and "Blankbook,VIII."

The marks of Emerson's indiviauality'are everywhere

preserved in these- volumes in all their chgrm and poignancy.'
t-

Along with the more dmportant journal entries appear incidefital

items such as lists of chores to be done, addreses of people

to see, agendas and plans, and accounts. In the "Notebook

Mani" the editors report that "a dried crocus ;is press
-

[the) pages. "1
The notebooks from Emersom's.student

e

especially enjoyable, with thein drawings df furled ba

Bed between

ays are'

ners, .

-

towers, human faces, bookcases, chests and ornameneal.scrolls

used to embellish titles --and headings. ,In one place Emerson

sketches a man whose feet have been bitten off by a great fish
.

swiMming nearby(and adds 4be- caption, "My feet are, gone. I' am
*

a figt. Yes, I am'a fish!"2 Emerson frequently addresseddhimill, ,

self in h eis-notes, sometim in tones of an-adult giving advice.O'
f

.

-. In one place'he begins a short lecture to himself with-the

words, "Young Waldo, . . . In another he begins a list of

authors with Ortatory' "Thou shalt read . :"4 Emerson

was still wt.]. ing:in notebOlaks by the time he was himself a

father and he reeorded the sayings of his children in'them:

IP
Emeison,.JoKzls and Miscellaneous Ndtebooks, 12:56.

2lbid.., 1:51. 3Ibid., 1:42. 3Emerson,
41

Heart,, p. 188:-
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One was spoken by his little daughter, Ellen, whdwas asked if

it were raining ouside and replied, "There's tears on the
*

window." 1

Emerson drew his intellectual vitality fpm a/myriad

of sources, and he abstracted and commented on his eclectic

reading 2
constantly. His journals Ke so extensive (182 vol-

umes kept between the ages of seventeen and seventy-two), that

only a brief summary of them is possible here. ,FrOm his stu-

dent days, Emerson was an avid collector of the thalights and

expressions of others., and he .carefully treasured themanyj
,

notebooks of quotations that he compiled with such diligence.

Emerson began his note-keeping habits at Harvard, where "com-

'-monplacing" was the accepted,method of Nudy. 3 That Emerson

' .
1
Emerson, Journals and4

Miscellaneous Notebooks,,7:xi.
2
For an account of Emerson's reading, see' Kenneth W.

Cameron,Ralph Waldo Emejson's Reading (Hartford, Conn.:' Tran-
scendental nooks, 1962] and Emersonl-s Workshop: An Analysis
of His Reading in Periodicals to 1836 with the Principal
Nfihematic Key to His Essays, Poems, and 'Letters: Also Memorw .-
bilia of Harvard and Concord, 2 vols. [Hartford; Conn.:. Tran-
scendental Books, 1964).: Mr. Cameron has contributed substan-,

to scholarship of the American RenaisSance with his
encyclopedic studies of sources: Unless.otherwise noted, his
books to be listed in subsequent notes are published by.Ttans-
cendental Boots-in Hartford, Contuicticut. Cameron also pro-
duced a three-volume The Transcendentalists and Minerva (1958
and later issued selected Ehaptets froT it in Emerson and
Thoreau as Readers (1972). See also hls -three-volume Transcen-.
dental Climate: 'New Sources for the,Study oftmerson', Thoreau,
and Their Contemporaries (1963).

.

4
.3
For an account of the American ,Rtactice of keeping

journals and comAphplace.books for,silf-analysis and composi; --

tion, see Kenneth Murdock, Literature and Theology in Colonial
New England (Cambridge: Harvard Universityloress, 19.49). For
a comprehensive survey Of tmerson's early training in rheioric
and traditions of eommonplakng, see Ralph S. Poineroy, "Emer-
son as.a Public Speaker," ,(111h4D..dissertation, Stanford Uni-
verSityi 19'60):
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*
had such a strong inclination to keep notebooks sprang no .doubt

from internal causes, but both the fact that commonplacing was

"the habit of the age" ani that Emerson's fmily included a

lohe line of ministers for whom "lustre-collecting" was neces-
MIND

sary for writing sermons certain*had their fhfluence. Eriler-
rw

Son warmed. to the piactice'?tradually., "After
.

a coripiderabl

intervar," he wrote.in "Wide World 3,4 "I amstill willipg to
00

think that theise common ac books are very useful an //
harmless

IgY 2things -at least kuffi iently to war*ant another t al." .

Aside from one commonplace boo , or "Index Reium,"3 the'early
0

notebooks were compiled at andom. Later, Emerson experimented

with to headings and. systems of indexing until he found a

method he liked.

ersJomiljiest real reading record, "Wide World 1,"

opens with a list of "Books to be Sought";4 it contains verba-
.,

tiequotationsc Thesucceeing "Wide World 2" records a

Emerson drew up of 'readings to do when he was boed ("1.

Scott's novelsnovels & read carefully the mottoes of the chapters "

etc.) and a list of "Books--Inquirenda" with a list of "Dub-

1.4

1
Emerson, Journal and Miscellaneous Notebooks, 6:19.

2
Ibid:, 1:59:

This title was used also by Woodrow Wilson for his
commonplace book. The flyleaf indexesin the books of C. S.
Lewis include rerums" as well as "index verborums" and
listi\cf "good passages." (See his copy of The Works of John
Gower in the Marion E. Wade Collection at Wheaton College,
Wheaton, Illinois.),

Emerson, Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks, 1:27.

3
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jects: for' Themes .

1
"Blank Book lti XVII" wasited.rto collect

-40.1..

nctes for a,dissertation bn Socrates.. The first of the true
_. 1( , , .

. .,

. quakati-1- oh-gooks thrt Emerson kept was "The Universe It is
.

.

kept

.full:of long excerpts frcip Emer$on's reading thai cite auth
-

..

ind title, but no page of.line nuMberi. ',Another record w
,

, , 1
.,,4 .begun ,in December .of*merson's senor year at Harvard whe

,.,

,
i: made a catalOglpooks read-at.college (by4no .leans. ,Xhaui-,

-' 4 . :t

. ..-_
tiveY, which eventuallr.cpvered five years .x(181`' -24) of study

and comprised,142 entries.
.off, . .

w. -. Interesting as these,recordsare,a recital of the contents,- O

of the twoidozen notebooks that one might -call distinctive
. ..7.

4r

.

ridords of Emerson's reading would be "dreary, in great con-. .- ,
.' . 6

cast, to the actual -records. In Are published 'notebtoksf "Fore-'
.

.r..--- 4'. .. r . NJ. .

words" contain excellent dekripti,ons of- ,aerson's working. ,,

methods 'and explain. his means of compiling notes, drafting,

wqrks.-and ihdexing h is notes (the introducOns.to vdiumeiq6
.

,y
4

4' -

-and-*17 are 'outstanding i this regard)._ Emerson classified
. .,,

and: id'notes.include ma no't only abSuthis reading,
111,-. .

.

#b sja records of his own thoughts,'notes from his letters
2. ..

to friendS;'and remarks frbirthe conversation o
,_ .

friends (sucil;
AP' ,_ & . ;
as *.iontsVery, who-se -obseri {'its Emerson noted during ,

Very's vi sit of several, ys) and relatives. - Emerson's notes ;"=
a

books-aro a lOng...strIng of blue bodks a01116cket dAtries con-.
fir

. , ..a

'taihing-boa lists buying, boryoying, orreading), quota-
4..r'

,

ti s short. and long, (with only general refetences to. their_
.

A.. 4

o
a

sot4ces)a and commentaries n readihgs. 1,n the beginning these ',,

5

p. 55.

6.9

,
>
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.

.

were mixes wnotes i lets rel4ed memoranda, but as Emerson.

ripened as atthinker and writer he abandoned tlio)grab-bag
. , 'f' ..

arrangement of
, -
his 'yoieth.for schemes in which related,

. ti

A V
mater kept togethtr. 'Subject headings such as "Com-

i.
pensation," "Desigly," and "Nature;" top Well-knowW to read-
pi __:,-- ,_ . .

ets ofhis essays', recur eter more Arequently id thgolater /
.

notebooks. Thousands of entries testify to Emersh's interest
,

.. ,.

.in Bacbn, Carlyle, Coleridge, Goethe, Montaigne, and Plutarch
o ,

(aUthors.lOng recognized as important to his thoUght),'not to

mention his, nodding acquaintances with countless ljessez,lights.

Ac ,

For the reader of the notebooks, the introduction to each vol--
.

.
. 4 .

.

. .

uMe relates the material in it to Emerson's work and to changes.
4 a o

in his attitudes and outlook, and thick layer's of footnotes. .

.
explain allusions and trace ideas and quotati7.;;" the1T

44.
,

.411) 0 .
sources. With.the passing of time, Emerson's comments on his

reading (e.g., 's'I won't relax with poetry: I 'want something
. .,

. .

More bracing. I'Tt take-Montaigne.") .are.increaiingly con-

fined to his jOurnal and do not intrude into his reading notes. 2
.

For Emerson,keePing notebooks was book useful a
p
lea-

4
41If

.

sureful. He had, :a ,strong sense or the value of even elf-
,

formeoVdeas:

'Th s book is(my savings Bank.3 I grow richer because I

. .

' ha somewhere to 'deposit my savings,: .and fractions are
s J

.

Ibid%,
t

.

6:f1.

1

.

. ..
2
Th editois distinguishAntween Emerson's "jolarnals;",

and ,hi es "misclbrieous notebooks," sometimes devoting separate
'volumes to the material of each of the two different kinds.

I

4

. ,

, 3Thoreau shaftt Illisiat de with Emerson, as shown.bY .

this passage from.his journa
k .

.76

, .

,
, Ili

i .
..-

1 4
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worth more *cause corresponding fractions are waiting .

here which shall be made integers by their addition.'

this 'notes assured pnerson of his potential as a writer arld

made his Sallies into literature, feeble though they were-at

first, tangible to him. He once wrote to Thomas Carlyle,

I send -you a little book I have just now published, as
an entering wedge. I hope for something more worthy and
significNt.2

EmerSon was so convinced of the value of notebooks that he

urged others to keep them (despite his statement in "Self-
.

Reliance": ". . .'our notebooks impede our memories., our,,

libraries overload our wits."). Once be asked his.brother .

To set down such c.hoiceexperienc* that my wriv-
ings may inspire me and at. last I.may make whole of parts.
.Certainly it is a

me_

professioi to rescue from obliv-
ion dnd to -fix the sentiments and tkoughts.which'visit
gall men more or less genera/1y, that the contemplationiof
the unfinished pitture may suggest-its harmonious comple-
tion. AsSociate reveren4ly and as much'as you can with
your loftiest thoughts. Eaclvtliought that is welcomia and
recorded is 'a, nest egg, by the side of which more will. be
laid.' Thoughts accidentally thrown togethei'become a frame
in which more may be, developed and exhibited. Perhaps this
is the main value of a habit al writing, of keeping a jour-
nal--that so we remember our loest'hours and stimulate our-
selves. 'MY-thoughts are my company. They have a certain
individuality and separate ayp, personality.
AlHaving by chance recorded a few disconnected, thoughts and.
'then bsough*%them into juxtaposition, they suggest a whole.
new field in which it was pos'iibile to labor and to think.
Thought begat thought. -

Thoreau, Heart,p.3. Henry James also eulogized his mote-
books:" ITTEin.full possessioA of accumulated resources--I
have only to use -them,: to insist,.to Wdo.sOmething'
more--ti do much more--than I have done.' ..v . All life is--at
my age, with all ne's artistic soul the record of one's

pocked,
as it were,'!, (James, p. x).
1

HeAl.t, p. 82.,
0.

2
Emerson,,Journals and MisCei aneous'Notehooks, 5:ix.

r

a.

4
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, dward to Start one,citing Bacon'sAkules for a traveller:
A

/4* "the first.is to keep a journal."1 w

Emerson's notes well valUable, no doubt,in:spurrfng
00

v his intellecual,.development, but they were offenmade with
.. . ,

the intention of-futpre use in his poems, essays and lectures.
, ,

His jdurnals
,

fOrmed a-sort of artificial Memory for iiim. ,vA
.. . .

great 'man quotes bravely," he- once observed, but, e might have
.

.

added%the aside that, the great man also covers. his tracks. In
. , . .

.

. , 'I e
,

his own writing Emerson frequently-shows when he is quoting but
.

- '..

almost-.always omits the'name of the person quoted. At other
'..

times-Emerson neglects entirelY)ro indicate that1e is' quoting,
,

-

let slat :refer to a source. It is niTi. as though Emerson were
. . AP .

.

4 0 .

not ccinsioulty quoting soMeqiiire els"; his °use marks"--ve4ical .

-
. ..

, .

t and diagonal lines struck through entries (penci for lectures
41. ' .°-

iint.for other writings)2;Cw that he was usually Careful not

to reuse phrases. oilletimes he changed the lording .or meaning\ .,

of an original statement; he 'quoted Latin and Greek authors;

for example, in his own translation without cred fb the origi

nators. But, as his editors summarize it, "the right Words at
, .

,the right time weie whet he wauted,"2 .and his notebooks pro-
,

an important means for fiuding,theright words.

As
.,

,,art
. C.'LaRosa, "Emerson's.Search fdr Literary.Form:

Johnson was notorious for encouragiqg other pcople to keep .

Th e Early Journals," Modern Philology.69 (1971):25-35. Samuel

:diaries, though he could never persist in keeping one himself'

. . ColophqD4.-/ A BooksCellectorsi'Quarterly 5,(f9E2)::158.
(Donald Hyde and Mary Hyde: Arohmson and Journals,r;The. 7.," ,!---

. ,, .
%.-

. . . , , 'V-,.'. ,

- 2
, Ye Emerson, Journals and igellaneoUS'Noteboqks,' 6:xif.- .

'ftersort expressed hi philosophy of.quotation in4the essay:
41' "Quotation and Orialb lity."

..,
A . .

-.7
..

*

.ti

I.

7
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A The Journal of Henry David Thoreaul
i .

fi

. TO notebooks Of Henry David Thoreau are still:neatli
.

to-
.

. - .

packed in a strong.handmade box (the homeThoreau built for

them), just as they werarstored when Emerson came to borrowwe
,

/
, them from Thoreau's sister,, Sophia.; aftet Thofeau"s death.

2

9

Perhtrit was.then.that Emerson'saw the two - million. -word
. . . .journal. (Thoreau afways 'refervd to it in th,e singulat) in ifs

entitetyfor the first time. It had taken twqntyfour ydars.
'

.

to write.- There were thirty-) nine'volumes and the first one
....

.

s.

ti

opened with a,slightly.cryptic-entry:

!What are you do ing how,' 40 asked. 'Dq youkgep a jour=
nal?' So i makemY first entry to -day.

Could Emerson guess who "he" was?: One can only hope so: "he*,
wa rsop. ,

. _ ,
5 *

The example'of Emerson-(sixteen years :Thoreau's senior)
i

. ,

,_,_
--:enty,Davidl'hoteau, 1817-62.v SourceS;''Henry David

.
.

, . :.
. -

* Thoreau, The Jourhaf-Or.:Hefill D..Thorev,-14 vols. in2, eds.
'4,13.radford Torrey-and Francis H. AllenJNewYork: "Daver4,1962)- 0.,is the.basic work; Thoreau Heart is an abridgment. Three
other of ThOreau's.tecords hiW-Feen,edited by Kehneth'H.

1 e
'Cameron, whose,exhaustive studies of Empison'have been seen: 7
'Thoreau's Fact*Book, &vols. J19661a Thoreau's Canadian Note-=(
books and':ecord of Sureys: SeleeTed-Chapters frOm Transden-. 2 .dental Climate41967); aid TranscendentaltAporenitceShip:

. ,.,( Al
. -Notes On- Young Henry ThoreaWs ReadIng:' A Conjecture with a 2.

Researther''s Indel't1976), this last work is~ the !lost signify- *
'.cant andlbseful of .the three:, it "assemblei the surviving note,

books and reading 'systems' of young-Thoreau, organizing the-1
Material ctfonologically with editorial.'expan:Wills' and coalmen -'
tary to point' up Significange,1' (Preface). Since th6se are
material from schOol, howeyer,they 1411 not be discussed here;
They conlist plainly Of,verbatim quotations, though sometimes
passages are 'Condenied. 'Entries are uksumrly followed/ by the.

',,author and frequently the-fifle arthe Orenet'work, N'o page .

numbers appeared in the original, alt,housti Cgmer9n has supplied
them where possible. ;,.. ' J

. ,"

A
S.

Thoreau, Journal, 1:vi. .
3
Thoreau, He .p. 2.
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, had'been important to Thoreau all hiseadult life. As a Harwrd
4

.

student, Thoreau'hid borrowed from him and copied) a common-

a

Po

.0.

place book that Emerson himself later used in e writing of
s

i*.
his Parnassus.r At Emerson's urgingThoreau-began his jour-

nal at the age of twenty, soon afteA leaving colle ge. Emerson

,had used his otrn journals exercise boolg for, developing-

ideavand as source boctks for stockpiling insights. At first Thoreau

did somewhat the same thing. Later, howevl, he fouha that he

preferred to -compile, polish, and refiqz his thoughts before

writing in -hishs journal, "a fact proved b?the existents o

preliminary drafts of the laterilournal';xtS."2,,Yet, as has

been noted, Thoreau liked the rough-hewn quality of the jour-,

nal and was partiCularly fond lthe dethched laconic apho
.

-;

risms--pentsees--thatipmerson liked. The fewtof Tho au's

writings that were published d-during his lifetime (Walde A'
406

Week, and a few magae articles) were alliodeliberately worked

out from passages in the journal.
4

. Or' I
Thoreau wts a literary diarist who keptihisy)Nputnal for

. .
.

the sake of ehe disciplined focus it routinely required ofhimr.'

Hq wrote in "ordinary blank gooks of the sort furnished by
.

.
.

couhtry shopkpepers . : .larger or smaller as might 'happen,, .

/,.
. 0. 6 J.

AO of varyihg, ..shapes . . ,p3- In one place he pointedly com-
.

-
. .

, ,

.i % .
.

ea, "I cannot easily,buysa blanWok e' Write thoughts in;
4

.
,

they are commonly rifled 'for doliars and cents. Thoreau'S
,

% rt is printed in Cameron, Tfinscendental Apprentis$
.ghip; pp. 209-11.

.

2
Thoreau;

3AJournal, 1:v. Ibid., 1:9. "b*
A

4
Ibid., 1:262. .

r. :S 1.

.4%
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'944-
reading 1

is frequently the subject of discussion in his jour-
.

Ia. In some places, Thoreau simply copied quotations without-

comment, as- in. a commonplace book. The first pages of his

journal" contain a long register of such material. But such

entries are less common than Thoreau's4commentaries on his

read ng. .A.scanning of the table of contents in the published
l

edi on reveals numerous references tAlkading, many of them.-

fr m Oriental literature and the Greek and Latin classics. \
\,

Sop of the.earliest section titles should suffice to show the
.

. 1
.

,

,,

1,

sub ects of hese entries:' "Quotations from Gqethe" (Chapter0
\

), "Zeno the Stoic . . . Old Books . . . Homer . . . Ana-
.

reon's Ode to the' Ciciila" (Chapter Two), "Aeschylus . . .

Linnaeus" (Chapter Three), gooks of Ancient History" Uhapter,

Five). 'In such passages Thoreau comments oh the works and their

authars,,oiten quite subjectively. Any quotations that appear,
ere not.long.

il' Though he sometimes read intensiveln special topics'

ras'he*Witt ;Wheir-"preparlAg. for a trip rti-Canada) , ThoreatO.S
----...,

a,.. ,..reading wa's.wide-rang,ing and desultory.
-

This is. tht kind ofp4 r
, p

record that-the journal was'. 'Though refined in many ways, it

was wrIlitten by Thoreati unto himself. Hii,notes and his reading,
1 4, 411

were useful, in keeping certain ideas aid concepts availab/g.to

.4.enneth Cameon has descr
/

ed Thoreaulsreading exhaust
tiV'ely from his high school'years on.' See Yung Thoreau and
the Clastics: A Review: The Curriculum of the -Concofd Academy:
Probabiritie and Evidence (1975); and Thoreaurs-HarVard-rears:ro uctory FO;0106.ExploratiiWiTItanbaliErVIT

L

ateria
Sackgroun 41966). :See,aIso damerones Thoreau Discovers Euler-.son: A dollee Readinglecord (14ew York: NimOotk Public :,
Library, 1553), and Walter,;Roy Harding, Thoreadss Library
(Challotgesville: University of Virginia Press,a957).
. ..

.
.

,

75.:
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Mark Twain, 1855-1910. Souxqes:- Twain, Notebooks,

as of this writing, presents a transcilption of twenty75iiiOf
the-forty-aine extapt notebooks (twelve in vot. 1, nine in
val. 21. TT supercedes Mark Twain's Notebook, ed..Albert
Bigelow Paine'(New York: Haper and Brothers, 1935). Although
produced by the CEAA, this most-recent edition is presented in
,lesser detail than Emerson's Journals, and in many places con -sists orily'of extracts. ,The TEFEJOLons to the various note-

! books discuss thoroughly the important references in Twainrs
writing to notebooks. ,-

65

him. jhoreau's journal is a storehouse of information and

observations that iep, Tflbreaa vell-nourished during his 44e-

time and that, thaliks to its pdblication, continues to nour--
le

ish posterity..

The Notebooks of Mark Twain'

'My boy, you must get a'little memorandum-boot, and every
time I tell' you a thing, put it down right away. There
is only one way to be a pilot and that is to get this
entire river by heart.2

Mark Twain was twenty-one years old when Horace Bixbyi.the

riverboat pilot to whom he had apprenticed himself, approached

him "in the gentlest way" with this advice. Twain had just

failed an oral examination based on the points of the river

passed.on the preceeding watch in which, according to his own

account, he showed that he had not learned ':enough to pilot a
.

cow down a lane."3, TrOin took Bixby's Suggestion,4'theNby

eginning what, was to become the .third' of forty-nine notebOoks

behind at his dedth. 11'

4

t
2
, Twain; NotebOokAk'lel (quote from ch4terie 'onLife

of the Mississitpi) .

4.
. 3

.
.

_Ibid.
-0

/
9 : , . 04

goite,of these notes appear on ibid.; p. 42
1

and. are.,.,
pictured'on p.'44. .

47

4
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11

Twain's first surviving notes had been made two years

01pzeviously-when the nipeteen-year -old printer kept running notes on a

book about .phrenology and made studious lists of French words

with their English equivalents and charts of conjugated verbs

These jottings, which included reminders about ertands,together

with miscellaneous observations, were,made in a random form

that was to characterize most of the notebooks kept,siogradi-
..

.1%,

cally over.the next fifty years. Like Coleridge and.othets,'

Twain used whateIIP ver spaie in the notebooks,was available;inserting.

material haphazar ly
(

and sometimes writing back-to- front.
\

Most of his notebooks

)
ere of pocket size'and were called into

` resultinguse under all kinds ,conditions, resulting at times in greatly
.

ode
cluttered pages. .Twain wrote "while on horseback, or aboard

ship, in a carriage of a crowd, or in very bad light"2 and

occasionallr would inadvertently write off the end of a page.

He used a number of devices to separate entries, including hori- *

zontal lines, flourishes, and indentations. Sometimes hetore

off part of a' page to write a message; at other times he added.

clippings and scraps of paper with notes others had written.

He drew maps and sketches and sometimes even put Clown,a frag-

ment of music (one lee looks like "po-Dah" by"Stephen.Foster).

1
It is.intereltingto see the efforts lo learn foreign

languages that ape recorded in certain published notebooks.
'Coleridge listed 'many GerMan phrases and.practiced composition
in his notes (Coleridge, Notebooks, 1:3$9ff). In teaching him-
self Latin, Leonardo da Vinci made long vocabulary listswith
Arefinitions, which are published and subjected to psychological
evaluation, in Raymond S. S ites, The Sublimations of Leonardo
da Vinci (Washington, Smithsonian InstitUtion Press,
1970), pp. 175ff. m

2TwaIn, Notebooks, 1:581. 3
Ibid., 1: S8.

77..
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Twain must have been impressed with the usefulness of note-
' .

books
1
becaise he himself became involved in the blankbook

manufacturing business. Eventually, he became so accustomed

to making notes that he once use a pack of playing cards when

ihe had nothing else to write on,_

A large number of Twain's notes are matter-of-fact rec-

ordi whose value is. ephemeral., 'But Twain must have enjoyed
a

even these notes when in later years he rediscovered and read

over notebooks not used.fn decades. (In reading his notes
Jet #

1,

Although he could ridicule his own travel notebooks in
The Innocents Abroad (see Twain, Notebooks, 1:71).

Itt

2Twain once invented a notebook, apparently for commer-
cial:sale, in which "each page had an 'ear' at the top, to be
torn off when the page was filled. The book then opened at the
next blank page." (Twain; Notebook leaf between pp. 98-99,
shows a picture of the invention.)' Twain,also invented a, kind
of scrapbook:

"During this period, Clemenswa, involved in the manufacture
of 'Mark Twain's.Patent.Self-Pasting-Scrap Bobk,' an inven-
tion which Clemens had enthusiastiiolly announced to his
brother Orion on 11 August 1872: 'My idea is this: Make
a scrap-book with leaves veneered or coated with -gum-stickum
of some kind; wet the page with sponge, brush, rag or tongue,
and,dab on your scraps like postage stamps. . . [A] great
humanizing and civilizing invention' . . . The sales of the
scrap book were steady, if not extraordinary. Slote; Wood-
man & Company's statement for the period e1ing 31 December 7
1877 shows that twenty-five-thousand copies of the scrap-
book were sold . . The scrapbook was Clemens' only com-
mercially successful invention."

(Twai'n, Notebooks, 2:12, note 2).

3
Twain's account:

"When we first sailed away fromcOstend I found myself in a
dilemma; I had no notebook. But "any port in a storm ; "" as
the sailors say. I found a fair, Iull pack of playing'cards .

iii my overcoat pocket--one always likes to have something
along to amuse children with,,-and really they proved excel-
lent to take notes on, . . I made all the note I needed.
The aces and low "spot" cards are very good Ind4Pd to write
memoranda on, but I will not recommend the Kings and Jacks:"

(Twain, Notebooks, 1:4).'
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again, Twain sometimes added and dated interlinear comments.)
1

However, some of the notes do provide a glimpse even to out-

siders of his inner life:
0

AGobbled the youth's p1aCe in the line & was proud of
my . . . manly assertion of my rights. When he°yielded &
looked so meek & abashed, felt infinitely ashamed of
myself. Did not get through blushing for an hour.2

Scraps from Twain's readingappear unpredictably'in his'

notes. Here and there, among laundry lists, shOpping reminders.,

familyanecdotes, notes about appointments, And personal and

family accounts (the most characteristic insertion in any of

the published notebooks), are a Shakespearean sonnet (and one

by Sheffield, Earl of BuOingham), an extract from Voltaire,

and 'a religiOus poem, "The Burial of Moses" The most sus-

tained reading notes, though, were made in preEdration for

majorundertakings. During a voyage across the Atlantic, for exam-

ple, Twain. made use of the ship's library to prepare a orta-.

ble referenceguide for his approaching visitito the Holy Land;

which included notes on Greece, Balaklava, and the Dardanelles

as "we11. ,He listed great numbers of Bikica/references perti.71
4

nent to the places he intended to visit3 and made extracts from
. ,

a pious travel guide. 4
He interspersed his detiiled historical'

and geographiCal notes with the amusing and Skeptical asides

one would expect of him:

[the sons of the'priest Eli] grew up in iniquity unres-
trained by parental authority (like pie sons of preachers
generally) . . . [Israei] again went out tobattle but

lAs in'the case of his piloting notes. Ibid., 13. 45. *

2f12.
3
Ibid., 1:458-67. 4Ibid.,"pp .

. 79
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Israel had sinned & god,ovas not with them (or maybe thiy,
hadn't a good general).1

Night gathers 'round [Jacob] --he takes a gtone*for. a pil-
low--(Jacob was not,particOar) the hard.earth for his
bed (hard but roomy) . . .

(As it turned out, these notes were of little use to him
gr.

because the itinerary for his trip:was changed.) AlthoughNhe,_
4

did occasionally Opp% short passages from his telling because

he liked them, most of his reading notes were made for utili-

tarian reasons. Since Twain used his quotations i-eatively,-.

he had no need to-add citations to what he copied or para-
,,0

phrased beyond an occasional note of; author or title. He cer-

tainly didnot make reading notes ritually; even though he read

large amounts of historical material as a background.for.writ-

ing The Prince and the Pauper (and books.on-th)logy and his-
.

tory for ktik Connecticut-Yankee) he "left only scnty'remainsin

hi& notebooks from these periOd.s.3

t
In contrast to those seen Ear, *the notebooks of

Mark Twain are homely and. variekated reCords., They do eontain

reading notes, though not extensive ones on an Emersonian-kind,

and they do.iiluminafe the inner Man, but not as Coleridge's

do. These, rather, are the eXeryday notes of an iti oux-

nalist and-lecturer who made notes oily when,he had to:

It is. a troublesese thing- for, a lazy .man tb tae notes; and
so I used to try in my young days to pack my impressions, in
my head. But that can!* be done'satisfactorily,,and se I
went from that to another stage:=that of making,notes in a
note-book. But I, jotted them dowh in so skeleton a form
that they did not bring back to me what it was I wanted

3

Ibid., p. 477.

4
2
Ibid. ,p. 480.

See ibid.., 2:369-70, on The Prince and the Pauper; A

s
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them to furnish. Having discovered that defect, I have
-mended my ways a good deal in this respect, but still my
dotes are inadequate However, there may be some advan-
tage to the leader in this, since in the absence of notes
imagination has often to supply the place of facts.'

The Literary Notes of Thomas Hardy

s Tdward the end of his life; Thomas Hardy destrbyed most

of his personal papers and diaries and, following his. death;

still more were destroyed according to his wishes. 'Among his
. .

-'few surviving notebooks are three stationery accoun.books.

or ledgers, 3 all quite legible. One (Contain* twenty-three
4 ,

1Twain,quoted in an interview in 1898,

2Thomas Hardy, 1840-192 Sources: Thomas Hardy, The
Literary Notes of-Thomas Hardy;.ed. Lennatt A. Bjdrk,,4 volst
(two bontaining Hirdylt notes, two containing the editorial
appal-aims) (idteborg, Sweden: Acta Universitatis-Gothoburgen
sis,-1014). Hardy's notes occupy 500 .pages of printed tett; "_.

.they originally,-bovered 294 pages, not to mention some inserted
leaves tipped into the notebooks and a"few loose pages.. Each
entry is assigned a number by the editor (Hirdy did-not aosign
them himself). Referendes to the editorkal preface will take,
the.form "Bjdrk, p. ." Another editibn of Hardy's note-
books is Thomas'Hard7TNotebookt and Letters from Julia 'Augusta
Martin, ed. with' notes by-Explyn Hardy [New York-: 'St-. Martin'smess, 1955). Bjbrk cites what is prdbably another edition of
the same material, Thomas-HArdMs Notebook; ed. Evelyn Hardy'
'(London: n.p., 1955)'.: HafdYTS notebooks are' also discifted'in
Millgate and 0; Sullivan. Florence Emily, Hardy, The Life of
Thomas Hardy, 1840-1928 (Lbndon: n.13.*, 1962), cited frequfntly
by Bjdrk in his "Preface" p. xiif is.. another sourgeRf.
information7.- * Ala :

'3A fourth One bearing the heading "F.icts.from 4ewspapers,
Hitstories, Biographies and other thronieles-qmiinly Local)"
,iipreserVed along with these three, but was not transcribed
and annotated (because of financial-Constraints?)qft-the Bjbrk
edition. All-four were made publically aaailable,in 1962.
Another small notebook of 1865 'entitled "Studies, speCimens,
etc.', is in a private collection, apparently not accessible to
the public (Ajdrk, p. xxix). ,Evelyn Hardy describes in addi-
tion a small notebook headed."Memoranda of Custom", Dates, ftc---
(viz. Prbse I," (11jUrk7Fiiiiv).

I

411111141119
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_pages of text), small and rectangular, 1
bears no proper title

is first pages are missing), although "1807" 3s 14itten upon
,

the rout fly-leaf; the other two squarish note ooks2 are

entit ed "Literary Notes I" (143 pagei of 'text) ane"Literary

Notes I " (128 pages). Their.contents were not intended for

publiCatioft. "Literary Notes II" even contains a note in

Hardy's hand:. "Not to be published or promulgated."4 Material
'40

was recorded in-the notebooks from,the 1860!s uptil 1927, 4
and'

-*1

thus represents all but the first few years of Hardy's career

as a novelflt. The most important:part of .the noteOtts begun

during a period in Hardy's work marked by an increase-d ambition

to estheiicdrd ideololical sophistication..
a

Far from the Madding Crowd (1474) lad- established Hardy
4

in England and Francd,r(as'a mijOr novelist of rustic ;ife and

manners. While he must have appreciated critical recognition,

it is clear that he-resented-being categorized as little more

than a chronicler of country 'life. Hardy didfentertain- some

`speculative aspi4tions'and found he narrowness of the rogni-

tion given to his work. Onflatteririg. "He was aware," wrote

Florencp Emily,Hprdy, "ofthe pecuniary value of the reputation

#

14 1/2" by 7".'s
2
7. /4 by 8 7/8"; and 7 1/8" by

Bjbrk, p. xxxi.
.-

4
Approximate dates when the notebooks were used are:

"1867 Notebook (1860's-1885)
`., Literary Notes 1 (mid-1870's71888)

Literary Notes II, (1888-19_27).
Ibid.; pp. xxxi-xxxii. The most likely slvting point for
Hardy's "Literary Notes" (the most iignifitant pottion of the
surviving notes) , was the. first half of 1876 (Harly.was thirty-

.six years old). But hp4nay have begun them as late as the lite
spring of 1877 (bid., p. xxxv)..
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4-;- 40.

for a specialty; . . . yet-40'4 had. not
, .

of Writineknever about sheep ,farmi,

.72, /-,
he slightest intention

In the spring of
,..

01876 Hatdp;:j4rote to his,,,friend, Leslie Stephens, to ask- what, IF .",h,- -,e - , . .
..

-works, of..M'ticism he,,Wd.,,read to improve his writing.
4 .0.. , -,

r
Stephen's -.011Thly EraVthalt--Hardy should avoid literary_v,itt- ..:': -0

.
k / V. .

1

C i SA ; it Could only mike him more self-conscious. He did
- . ...0 .. .II-nontheless Juice some' suggestions:" . ,

, 4 4 . bI -std . . s. advise the great Iiiiters-ibthakespeare;
,C5oette-, Scott &tat &c, who, give ideas & don't prescr,ib, rules. -Sainte' Beu and Mat. Arnold .(in a- smaller watyre the only modern critics who seem to me worth reading--perhaps, too, Lowell. . , [A]boVe all . . . read George$and, whose country stories seem to me perfect, acid havea certaieaffinitr to ycers.2

,
, ..._

* p. 0 , *
The a4Vice,w4,of limited 'use to' Hardy, who had read "the great

r 7 rmsnik k .1writer's"%beare.' .Eu t at this time Hardy , did take ,a year.' s stib-
1I /

batiCA-fromwriting. lie 'lade-use of this time to4iead eaten=. , It
lively, 5

studying and collecting material which would be of use .744..

Im as '6 Viriter.
,1 It appearS then that ThomasAardy deliberttely increasedP . .

the scope .and seriousness of his_preparations for his writirig
. a .

., .
1career in his mid-tnarties.. ,He had -made other preraratory .st1.4-. ,1,-il , V: ',3/4+ !" ''' ', .; '

dfiS- (be fe ip: e \ -, a 'dodtiment"Iii?;:dthei notet4ksTkept from 1.8-6$
,r,t .

z-,-

onwarilk and a .note of Oitth 1874:. "Read _again Addison, Macaully,,
Newnan,. Sterne. Defoe; Lamb,' a ibbon, Burke, Times readers, etc.,. ,

A , 4M)
.

,

,...---: .1Ibici , p. xii,'ciiting-FlOrence Hardr,..Life,, p; 102. a- it ,2Ibi ed:, p. xviii citing Frederic William Maitland, The. .

Life and Letters ofleslie Stephens (London :' n.p.; 1906), ',pp; 290-91, and addirg "The: letter -_i i also partly quoted in TheLif0 -of Thomas Hardys[op. cit .] ,-p-. 109 .,".----------;,

.6

°
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1
in a study), of style.". But his later efforts

.
to proye

4

even more frOitfui. Hardyl.s "Literary Notes;" ele,they do

nv proVide a full picture of his general self--instruction2

or a full account of his lrary, studies, do show the kinds
a 41 ik . .. % u ,

of reading Hardy confidered desirable and necessary for his
4 k_

wok. They reflect a signif illipbtion of his planned course

of study toeyoaden his knowledge and increase theintellectual41P
:..;.

c 6
sciphisticattion of,his writing. A late entry, in the "Literary

* dotes,"-a passage from Arnold, seems tb summarize Hardy's

phil6Sophy of learning: "a great poeteceives his . .

%uperiorty from his application,..- to his subject . . . of .

.p the ideas.. .,..which hi has Icgdired tof.himself. 113

The earlier metes, show Hardy's obvious enthusiasm for
.0+ _ .

_-_-:,
.-the ew project, reflected,in the great-number Of(entries wit

I,

material published 4,1876.4' This bIlrit'of enthusiatAas

apparently fueled by a backlog ofold'material-that Itas ready.,

to be copied anew; the first noes appear.to have bedh entered.
r ,

en masse by hks first wife,although*Hardy usually made the:.
. .

entries himself. He apparently made the first entry in "Liter-

ary .Notes I" to show how he wished the material to be- copied.

1
Byirk, p, xvi, citing Evelyn Hardy, Life, p.1105.

1

2 eofPThe usefuln so-al.journals in agodi tticism
''

e
Was emphasized in a recentboo , Ronald Gross, The Lifelong 4

Learner: A Guide. to Self-Devel pMent.(New York: Simon
-I

and

Review" 82 Oept:Ir1 11, 1977).:24. Actording to the reviereview

Schuster, 19/7.) th was reviewedn The Ne0York Times Book

TiiFiffe4by Henry AlaYer), the book describes "a series ofSUc-
cess stories" and g4ves "detadled suggestions for keeping
journals, jetting goals and identifying resources "

3Entry
4

1104.. 4BjUrk, p.

.."*. .1.
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4Mrs. HardP"thefi-penned the next 228 entheS.1",Much of ,the

.4r

-material appears to be copied from earljer . The entries

were probably made at regu4ar-intervais, taken it seems fl4om

preiriousopotes 40 pocketbooks and notebooks or on loose sheets

of paper. The "Literarc, Notes," then, were a Special selection,
or edition .of Hardy's copidus notations. It is,often impossir

*ble to.determine the date of Hardy's notes and the order of

his reading. Topically, the.notei appeat at randbm, although

s'they tend to appear in clusters of related material having to
.

do with Hardy's characteristic interests. They occasionalli,

show a certain taste fof the macabre, the bizarre, and the incols-
.

.

gruops. Occa4onally a short section is headed. One0b.f,

example,..is headed "Notts DA pilosapNy,"-whidh

,401 applies to the ten *lowing pages, after whicfrIrdy resumes
d',

his literary. otes without bothering to reintrodute them with
41'4

a headjng. The usual form of the entries is,,fitst, an'indented

ripAic, normally underlined and:writtenin.a larger hand than

they rest of the entry that fdtlows. Headings areAot disjoint
2

4 from entries but are an acCvntuated form of the first few words.

Most notes are' short, senerally not-longer:than Osentence or

two. Some are followed by page numbers'. The entries are sepa -.'

rated by geneAus spaces and sometimes OWther by horizontal

strokes. -

The notes consist of quotations, summaries, commentaries

1'
ibid., p.

2the r1867" notebobk corMains an additional reference
aid, an index, but it is,Aot inHardy's hand (ibid., p, txxi).

85
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and different, mixtures of these (suMkaries.and Comments in

particular overliP). They include.both of the kinds of material

described by Hardy in his essay' The Profit le Reading of'Fifq-/,
*'

tion6.(1888)--the "accidents and appendages' of narrative;\4, 1

Such as "trifles of useful knowledge', statistics, queer hi's-
. t

tor3carfact," 1 and the more essential-diements of iterature..
.4 .

_thaT offer "intellectual and'moral profit to active,adundulled

sp irit*, .They ,show traces that Hardy read over and annotated
.,

them. The potes are reflected in, and at times direttly

aA ropriated into,.Hardy's writingsA . as, seen in his man' cripts.

-magazine'publications and various editions (especially'th Wes-
.

4 .

sex editiolls) of his novels and short stories.3

A large; number of Harot'sentries, especially a gro*

"' Arclustered near the ,front of thi,notes, ripresentr "trifles of

useiol knowledge." Their use ibHardy's'novels.could often be

quiie.tiaightfurward. An 'entry flout the dodo,4 for example,

w&s.incorporated'into a,passage descrAbing Diggory Venn in The

A. 5
Return of the .Native:

i
4'

Ibid., p. xx, citing Htold Orell.ed., Thomas Hardy's
Pe iolll Writings (Lohdon, 1967; .origtn'allys-Oublished in

, . .
. 4b4,aWrerrEe 'ACantas; 1966), pp, 14113..,

lIbid., citing Orel, p. 113.
,

. 7

, "Notes'3njd,. ,
.

rx's "Notes" on 'the notebooks, trace sopces af.quo,, .

t ations as far hs,iossible and describe the influence of. the* . ,

literary notes. on Hardy'sxriting. Parallels with ant approprla-
,..

Jtiong.from the notes are carefully described.
. ':,

4The examples cited here are Offeredgialjbrk's ri-
t#al-Intioduction," pp. :cx-xxi; The rgerences,given here are
ajtirkls.f' *

, .

. )
.

r i
, -1.

5ThiS is the best arKard7's novels for illustrating
a0prfopriations froillardY's4hotes. since it .contains some twelity,

.
q,.-

, '" ri ,
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NOTEBOOK Lank etween extinctlinimals & those Present.
ENTRY: TheDodO, last seen ii thy 17th,cent.1

0

ks'
,PASSAGE-' He was ong,of a class rapi 1 becOVinakextcnct

,

. LW FICTION:. in Wessel), filling at'pr e t in the inral
: world thd place which, d g the last cell:.
tury, the dodo occupied the world of ani..
mals.? ) 1

..- -r.

/Another ontiacwas handily used in the same pirel to provide a-
*,

/getaphork

NOTEBOOK -Miracdlo s animation, .It, is said that Alber-
-E*TRY: \ tus.Magnu & Tho.s 1 inas between `them ani- .

mated a brass _statue, wh. chattered and was .1
their servant.3 .3' a

A

PASSAa The little slave went on feedis the fire as
IN FICTION: before. He seemed a mere automffton galvanized

into moving and speaking bythe wayward Eusta-
. cia's will. He might have been the brass sta-

tue which Albertus Magnus iesaid to have ani-
mated just so far as to make it chatter, and
move, and be -his servant.4

.

,

.

t

Such fairly superficial uses are easily detected but the more
.

general 'intellectual or artistic influences of the notes about

li\philosophical topics ar difficUat to trace.S. They show a

wide idtological span, hey
1
reveal at least "a general butt

profound ideological accord with Hardy's writing."6'

usually difficult to establish Hardy's fictional use of these
Ag'

entries, butBjErk cites-at lean one instance:

,
s

explicit uses of notes, more than any'othdr TO' novel, Ibid.,
P.,\ xxi. 0

1 Entry.604.14g _,,,, c- l
.

.° ....... ,
2.-

.

BjErk, p. x0, citing 'The Return of the 2.ditIve,liessex
100.tion, p...9.:

3
En 4

p.

_
611. 4 BjErk, . xxii. citing Returns, pp.. 66-67.

Ibid., p..xxiv. *
1

6Writers ieprgampted'in especially. great abundance
. ,

.. include Arnold, Carlyle, Compte, and Fourigr.-7N. ,

) Aft 87 .
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Jude
.

the Obscure offers a good example. During Jude's
first night in ChT4iStmOster,he imagines that he hears the}
,Voide of j, CardinalLNtwmanjand'a few sentences from the` '

.A Apologia--also quoted in 'entnr;..114; !"]My argument was :"ftle-.

that absolute certitude as to the truths of natural theol-. 4)

ogy wo tht result tf.an assemblage of concurring and con-
vergvfig probabilities - .,. that probabilities that did
not reach to logical certainty might create a mental certi-

)

tudel"f(Jude, p..95). ,Newman plaYs,in important role in
Jude's eifricareer and is prominent stimulus in that
complex od dr4ams epitoffiized by Chrlstminster, which, in

. , fact, erives4)art of its chaim for.Jude *its associa- r!
tion with: NeWman .(Jude, p.. 1p) . It is appropriate,.
therefore, that whiirJude:finally rejects Christminster
and heriheologyl and thus,,no longer_ enjoys the 'mental

1

certitude' that NeAnan offilwied him in his less rational
youth, he should'ihrOw Newman's books into the bonfire of
.his theological.Work%,(Jude, p i. 262)

, .

4 if
i

BjUrk writeILL "The implicit influence of the ideological Dotes

* isat oncelarger and-more elusive of identification than that .

4''

, . . ..
y.

of the IM.e_factuaI nptes" and Zisclusesthe probable influences
. -

11 'ZOO
of Ma*thew

it
Arnold, FoUrier aid others upon Hardy.

. .

.

The signi'ficance oftiardy's "iiierary Notes" for him

1 was, twofold. First, thersiippiied him with interesting illus-
.

iratiye material for,his novels: Second; and more importantly,
,

Hardy 14as able, mith their aSsistance, to amilierize himselfr. i .

,with contemporary,thought through a,rself-directed ,course' o4
.,

study and'to successfully change his, reputation, winning f4,4,
'4

himself,a more satisfying stature among the novelists of his
'

day.
it- a 4 ,

40 .

1 .

. ,
....

.,

The Pocket NoteboOks of Thoiai Wolfe' ... -
i .

i

1

In drafting his application for a.GuggenheiM Fellowsiiip,

ti
! J

hjOrk, p. xxjv. . ,N: , .

Po,

o
. Thomas Wolfe*,

.

19qp-f938,. Squrcgs4 Wolife. The fly-
.

'leaves are decorated with'Yacsimilesertnotehoolf pagOs. This
,

88
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Thoma's Wolfe explained the 'charige'le ienketwienced 'as a Writer

when he began keeping notebooks:
.

..s
.t

I was qUitelunhappy abput my.writingnothing -I did ever, '.

... saw the light of day: I wrote t random, ,but.ali the ,
time; I wrote on -loose sheets o Paper, and lost, or 4ot
hopelesSly, confused what I had:,;writen. ,When I` had fin-'
i'shed 'something,. a powerful -inertia settled upon me--I .

, would not sho'w what I had written to' anyone: I' would not.
,send it out. for pub4cation, I did' not' know what to do., or

V,

how to go about it. y. mention the loose sheets on'which
I wrote because one of* the most important events in my life
as a wAter came when I 'began' to write, at the suggestion
of a friend, in big bound ledgers.. - The discovery gave me
joy and -hope: I 'could no longer .lose the paps, because .

they were bound together' .1 ;

Tile story behind thisacco t is that at the age of twenty-slit',

Wolfe made outlines for an autobiographical sketch on two writ-

ing tablets. When to finally began to .write the narrative '
i

itself-, he used large accounting ledgers 'bought, for-him by, his

.
-mistress, Aline Bernstean. 2

r lb'
,

' a
! :

At this same time, he also began carrying pocket not?
1

' books'. The inspiration (or this,no doubt, had' its origin ilit
..

.

% a semiltar at Harvard. six year's previously under Johi Livingston
.. ...% ,

. - .
-.'

, iowes, who was completing his Work an *61etidgivs "'Gutch Mito-
. .,

, randmajapk ."'
,,

The pocket noteb oks were to become hii.most impor-

, ' 0 ...
,

, 1 .
.....

. ,,,

. , , r . . , , ,

r edition is designed for, the gen ral reader, but it xvroduce? - about nine-tenths of, the original notebooks (p. viii) .. Sinc
pagination is continuous chrough 'the two volumes, references--*

_ will 'ndt include volume .numbers. 'fie

a 1Wolfe, p. Av. .

2
Ibid. Compare till. experienc of- Anne Frank, who

' Wrote in a ,diany given to her for he birthdetx, and that of
'. Joan Didion, who 'began -a notebook at ,f'vb, year? of age; '4744,

.

_first notebook was a Big PiNfe tablet,, iven to meby mother
[sic] with t e . . .. suggestion that I . . '. 1e4rn to 'amuse'
myself by writing down, my thong ts" (Dididh, pi .0) .

..' .

,

3ibid: l'olfe also admir the .motebooks; -Of -Henry- James.
,

.

,
.

)
i

OP
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ant memorandui bookt; daring the next twelve years, until his,

diath-at age thirty-eight, Wolfe intermittently carried a

total of thirty;-five 4 them,.
1

I.
, .

1

The notebook's are not always easy to read. Like Cole-

ridge, Emerson,.and Twain, Wolfe made notations under all kinds..
.2-

of circumstances. Heir/rote while tiding on b9ses, subways and

.
trains, in bed,' Crztihen,"deep in-his,cu;s."2-, To make Matters .' 4

e

worse, Wolfe oft n scribblbd in furious haste,"and'sote of the .

writing has becoime ? "faint with the wear pf too, much han,dling.ef
r

a page"; often, "the penciled pages [are] smudged,from 'rubbing

together i WoIfe's pocket." Furthermore;_ Wolfe was a very .

. -

5.

... ,

laTWYSt-emetit person and wrote according'to whim. #111s'de;crii)-
/ , it - .

,- . -.

tion of one ofhis_notebooks could characteTize a_large number

"1::$114 them: ' .
.

. ; l

The arrangement of this notebook is chaotic. Wolfe began'
. the same day at both ends and,evidenly prOceedad to write
- r-To river' the notebook fell. open. Consecutive fftgages Ale

' .44o ettmes upside-drown-in re1ationto each other, adjacAnt$
en ries-are written in. different cities, and creitive.pai-

.

sa es.and blank $pa4s are interSpersed.4
,

% .

notebooks of Thomas Wolfe are:
. t

Th
. .

the informer records of- Eliterary career, mixed in with
the jottings_ of a man talking to4rimself.ind'frequently

osT

It is interesting to see how writers eve influenced one another.
'to-Xeep noteboOks. Thg cases of:Coleridge/Hopkinstand Emersonl
Tho?fau have been noted. E. Scott Fitzgerald arranged. his notes
'in imitation of Samuel Butler's yotebooktiee F. Scott Fitz-
,gerard, TheCrack-up ,[New York: J.:'aughlin,.19561),Maugham
.was.inspired .by Renard "-s, journal to keep a diary (William pmer-

. se0Waugham, A Writer's Notebook 1Westport, Conil; Greenwood'
PiFi%., 1970), p. xiv), and 'Oogdro* Wilson Started-a diary because

.,- he admired that of Samuel Ptpys (Wilson, 'apers, 1;165)4

1Woffe, p. P: p. ix.

4
Ibid., p. 821.

4. 4
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interspersed with evidences of daily livin To be spy --
cific, the notebooks are a jumble (in the way .that life
is a jumble and that the hu)nan:membry is a jamblel of
literary ideas, outlines of literary projects, character
sketches,, first. drafts of passages that later turn up in
published work, observations jotted down. while.traveling,
diary passages, first drafts of letters (some of which he
never mailed), opinions on social questions (politicsr,"\
religion, race, etcr), meditations and generalizations
about his own life and about human behavior, opinions On

, contemporary literary figures, noes on-books that he
read;. records of dreams', records .of conversations over-

, healal in restaurant's or bats, notes on telephone conver-
satOns, lists (of mountains seen, rivers°crossed,,staps
and countries'visited, women he slept with, bogjis read,
restaurants dined in, people mpt), jottings in which he is
using his notebookassa way of arguing- -with himself,

'lists of books to buy, grocery' lists laundry listsPtele- .

ments for his" Neu York University st dent's, an So on.
phone numbers, Akerican Express check numbers,, assign -,

t

This sounds" like ,a Tonfusing.flurry of items, ,but for the

reader who hgs-the transcript to enjoy, the notebooks,make.

surprisingly good`- sense: ,What'immediately catchks the eye in

leafing through them,are the'masses .tabular material.

Wolfe was fond of list-making; rather strangely fond of it, to
cif

tell the truth. In fact, his notebooks show an unusual obses-

sigh with statistically recording and categorizing his experi-

ence.
2

A sketch by Wolfe called "The Feeling of Power', includes

1 Ibid., p. xvi.
a

tf)

.1

2Wolfe's.note-taking,habits are an extreme ctse that
'invites psychological comment. His-record keeping' was surely
an outgrowth_ of'idiosyncratic personality characteristic*, but
less.eccemOltc:note-keepers probably also are affected.bY some 1-

of the internal causal factgrs that'made Wolfe suth an omni-
vOspus notemaker. Some variables of obvious relevarice to the-,
keeping of notebooks are intellectual. and creatite abilities,
motivational dispositions pd needs (especially "obsessive-

. compulsive" states), expressive andstylistic h#bits, and inter--
ests, values, and social attitudes,'..1Certain "nondynamic aspects,
4of personality" may predispose one to habbts of record keeping
(see George A. Miller, et, al., Plans and the Structure of
Behavior [New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Wihston, 1960], chap-
ter 9,.p. 121)'. Joan Didion (p. 27) mentions. the coMpulsive-
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\ 1 ,

.

g passage which, one supposes, Wolfe 'woulct like to have bet
,

' . .t
able to write about himielf. The.piotagonist is summarizing ,

1. % : Ahis life:
.

.

*
. ,. . .

In addition I have enjoyed over '900, bottles of goOd ;*

_

wine,.and'the- tiodiu of over '100 women, more thin. 20 of
whom have given tharselves to me without charge. .

In, addition I hayeread, since my fifth year, I *4,
read -[sic] parts in about S'0,600 books and plays, and :

about 15,000.imentirety.1' *
. .

'
,

' The preeminent urpOse of Wolfe's notebooks was to aid

.him in writing% At time he admonished himself in them to' work j, .

4, 5

harder. One diary entry'says "Go upstairs and write! write!. .
. ,

write!" Periodilply, Wolfe reevaluated himself and the state
.

4 of hi knowledge:*
.

;..
.. .

, ..
t- ,.1, .

.

. roots of her note-making, and David Shapiro (Neurotic ,Styles
[New York: Basic, 1965), p. 31) mentions a caseat obsessive'-
compulsive listing. (Sep also Na6ii R. Bluestone, "the Com-

, pulsive'List-maker," Readers' Digest 141 [SeptellOr .19*76]: '',..

'120 -22.) ,Wolfe showed an intensified.custer-ofidriyesasfoa
ciated with one of six classes of "psychogenic needs',!' a Oriu*;

. of needs that is stereotypically associated vith'iibraltians
-

and curators: . , .' _
,

"A., Needs associat*d ch*fly_ with inanimate object
1 Acquisition: need. to -gain .po'ssess'ions

property..
2.. Conservation: need to collect, repairclean,

and preserve thin
3. Orderliness: the ea to. arrange, iprganNze;-put'

away. objects, to be tidy and clean to be precise. .

4, Retention: theneed to retain possession of thingi;
to ''hoard; to be.frogal, economical,- and miserly.

S. Con'structigp: the need to. organize and build."
(Milgaid, et al., p.' 1-1b1 citing Murray, et al., 1'AJA-4
of Psylthogenic.Nee&a, Table based on Murray, et .al., Explora- ,°
Lions. in Persdnality [ York: Oxford University press, 1'93si):
"Pack-rats" and t'string savers" :are falpiliar,Per,sonality typis
(Emerson, Prescott-,' Woodrow Wilson.and.Adlai Stevenson all., ° -**
hoardfd papers , to .some exteftt)'. . .. ,

-
,(

1
Walfe, p.. 306.

.

i'' 'lIbid%, p..63. Notes of self-encopragement and repfoach.,
'lire common .in the notebooks 0, authors, akpecia/ly in early 06,0:.

,
.. ),s'.--,,

,.,
A41: .1

A"
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An Inquiry,Into the Stit4 of My Culture:
.

. I know'agood offal aoyt .
. -Amer. Lit.
a

Eng. Lit.
The Theatre.

I know considerable about
French' Lit. .

German Lit:' `

-.I know some of the Best of
. Lat n Lit.

Grey .Lit. . . ,1 :

But the most ,basic funttion the notFbooks%for- Wolfe Was gar!.
. ,

.
..

nering impressiont for futureuse.. .

1

4i

'
4

. .

olfe had gradually, begun to
J
look, upon his note --taking ,as.

is own kind of research method. Sqme.of it reflvts.
research in books, doc4ment,- records, some of it is-seep-
sea"diving into his memory, and some of it is field
-research (obserVations-of human behavior thatlik deets in
his travels, records of conversations he ha4iith various
f,eaRle, and so om).4. . 1 One, night on a subway going to
rogklyn at 3 A.M., he describes all the passengers.
Another-time he records, all the people .who came:41.16 A
Alper while he was there. 'Frequently he Will list .all he
-11ops+a,nd places of..tusiness,alOng a street. or all the 016-.

Ile he.passes on the 0fromhis-apartmbnt to the subway.
.

. .

Wolfe,also recorded snatches-of conversations overheard, some-

. -

Samuel Johnson's diaries are filled, with-notes of self'admonition
and encou,ragement (James BqpiAli The Life of Janson [Chicago:
'Great Books, 1952], p..16);.. .60,ng Emerson at Harvard wrote: "I
find myself often\id4e, vag to,

r stupid,, ,and hollow., This is
,.sloMewhat appalling lab not,slisciplinemyself with -
-, diligent care, I shall su remerely,from remoise and 04

sense of, inferiority hrea ter. A ).1 'a ound are are industiious
an A shall be great!,. I-ftidndolent an 'shall be insignificant,

sAVert.it, Heaven! Avert it, virtue! I need excitesent,." (Ewer- f-

. son, Heart, p: 8); Widdilaires diary is full of'resolves to ', '.

,work and ideaslor Projects; in his IntimitettiOteibooks, Flaubert
wrote, 'l(just.fead over this notebook and 'pitied myselfq/4and,a,

.little later on he laments how. he Might,have been 4 genius; Pe
' might have made a rytme for himself cpp. 100ff); Henry James,'

who Oequently decfted his lazhess and lack ,of concentration,,
coached himself,-"TrAeverytiling,'do'everything, render,every-*
thing--be an artist, be distitguished to ithe lalt' (Jades,' p. -X -

lkolfe,.p. xx. 2Lbid.:,- ,pc.
,

,
.

3Ibid. p.- xxl. -,.'-'
a

* I

4
M A

I
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times not xecAting.the gist, but only the way words-and( . .

,

Interest here are Wolfe's record:)hbout

phrases were,-used.'

special

books he read and saw. Wolfe had a compulsive fasCination

with books. 'On his travels, he spent hours combing through

bookshops and scanning:display windows, jotting down Getman,
A

.

Frerich and English titles and authors'tb the point, of.,exhaus-
,

tion. He-was obsessed with salvaging everything possible from

the "terrible vomit .of print that covers the earth.!'l In one

entry Wblfe asks himself:'
I

If all the different,editionsdand volumes of -the works in
a great German library were counted dp, how. many would
they number? .

'"and follows the question with,five lists of books in paragraph

form, as if trying to actually answer it! He begins a list:

"In the big boontbre: I bought: . . . ," and begins i m-

izing the books,-onlyto break elf the tally, in a sOrt Te0
Lib+, "Books, Books,'Books" (shasles of "Holy,'Holy, Holy"),

then goes tight on with the list. 3
He sums up a day in his

Lifelriththe sentence."MOnday night: Accomplished very little

.today and bought no bookS."4

The lists bf books and book elated material appear

along with lists of errands, possiblertfkles for Wolfe's writ-
,

ings, Hit; of cities he had visited and planned to :visit (one

liSt itemizes all the times Wolfe had gone to and from Paris),5

. ;

names of people he knew in various cities, agendas for the day,

lIbid., p. 207. .2rbid., pp. 261-62. 3lbid., p. 282.

SIbid.,-p. 83.
4
'Ibid., p. '260. -
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and summaries of events in his life ("What I Did Today") -,In

a leiter to Aline Bernstein, Wolfe wrote:

I lost my little fat notebook which I'carry everywhere with
me.- -Went to . . . the Police Station . Found the sir-

' geant.reading it with a bewildered face.-,he treated me
with all the courtesy one extends' to the insane. 4 .

The notebooks show how .constantirand insatiably Wolfe

shuffled, sifted, combed through and dabbled in the materials

of his culture. In the art galleries of Europe he makes/ long

tabulations of paintings and sculptures he has seen. 3
In Ger-

many he itemizes the contents of "A .Typical German NeWspaper,

in Vienna he lists "Books I Can Remember, "5 even in his ldver's

home he catalogs "Aline's Books."6

Since Wolfe intended his notebooks to solidify his

knowledgeAot primarily to serve as a source of material for

quotation, 7
notes on the" books he read were paraphrastic- in

nature and frequently included Wolfe's own comments. But such

entries occur less often than bare lists of titles andiauthors,

with headings such as "Books," 8
'"Novels',9 yant;"10

"Books To Be Bought," "12 Books to Take Out-Of France7

(including "A Dirty Book"), 12.and "In Ge rmahy and Austria Today"
. 1

1
,

Ibid., p. 828.
2
Ibid., p. 71% 3

Ibid.,pp.

.

85-86,89. _

4 Ibid., ei220. s 6
d. .

qh
7
Several times he.did tear out pages'o notes foi"

,

Of
Time and the River, to represent the iterary opinions'of nienq
Gant (ibid., pp. 112ff, 142ff, 214ff). -Mark Twain '(Notebooks, .

1:8) did much the Ome thing; hZ used quotation from his note- it

boas as a literary devide (many 4t these "quotations" are
spurious, of course). -.

: , , ,

8
Wolfe, p. 346. 9,Jboid., p. 220. 19lhid., plo,. 142-43.

__--,

11Ibid.,d., p.215. 12
Ibld ", p: 446. .,

' 4
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,

,(a listof contemporary authors).1 .Wolfe constantly juggles

works in his critical opinibniA Library For a Young Man of
411=

Today,"2 "Poolish and Un-Foolish Titles,"3"Good A

-and records the'opinions of oihers--"Half Dozen,Best Critics'

40
According' to Various Writers,

"5
Authors Well -Known in Theip

Own Country -But Not Specially .Disseminated,"6 ''The.rorld

Figures.
"7

Thomas Wolfe soothed his restless concern-formulti-

plicity by tabulating self-consciously his activities, achiev-

ments; kno wledge, and memories. He apparently used Arisio

/reaffirm and redefine his literary identity. That this is

46.

true is supported by the.fact that the notes-on books tend, to

cluster within the *ars 1920-29, years when Wolfe was attempt -.

ing to establish a foothold in literatute. Later, when his
.

. -

prositiori as an ahor became more secure, Wolfe h4d. no need ,for

cultural props and the lists of books stopped. Walfecontin-

ued until his death, however,
.

to cut his experience along

various planes and to examine the results in hkenotebooks..

Here ten, picked out afrando m.from the.' ferment of ten
thousafici pages, and a million, wdl.ds--pdt darn just as they .

re w *ten, in fragments, 'jots, or splinteredflashes, -' ' I.

wi out order or' coherence--here with all its vanity-, . '0 .

fait 'despair,4-joy, and.anguish, with .all its falseness, ...
error, and pretension, and with all. its des erate icerity, -

its in redible hope, i.ts insane desire, isa picture of a'
man's soul and heart- -the image of his infbriEtte desire - -.

caught hot alidin§tant, drawn flaming from the forge of .

.hisik soul's agony. 5'.. s

4*

1
Ibid., p. 209.

4 5Ibid., p. 323.
.7

Ibid., p. 247.,

quttingsOf Time and 'the River.

. . 4
2Ibi2"; p. 236, )Ibid., p Y.i 20.

Ibid., p. 36:1°: bi4. , p. 230.

i
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CHAPTER. JIB

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Of Gathering Notes.

I

O

Young Students matey times neglect gathering of Notes
out of bookes they, read, either because their memorie
is good enough to retain them without noting, or else
bec: Oley'are sloathfull, & will'take no pains.

Let such as'trust too much to theyr memories know
that however for the' present the things seem so fresh
in their megories that they think they can not forgett
them, yet they. will finde ye process of time and other
studies will so wipe them out -that they shall remember
very little in a whole book unless they have:memorial.
notes to run over now and then.

And' besides though this noting -were of no useto
the memorie, yet it hath another advantage which allone_,
would make it worthy in,the mean while & that is it
helps you to-the fuller, & clearer understanding of

-what you read,'while you:endeavor to abreviate and con-
tract the sence, &,makes.you take n9tice of. many

Ivthing's ': otherwise you would have passed over:
They that neglect it out-of Idelries should consider

that one booke read with Notes for the reasons aledg
brings a better stock of Learning, when if in the same. if
time they-should have read three without, because either '
you will not read them so exactly of not remember them
long: whereas by/Noting you make it intirely your own
for ever after..

.

Again this Gathering of Notes will-keep y° from d
growing dull & listless in yr studies, as one often
shall that only reads: .

//
RichardHoldsworthl

Each.of the foregoing Case studies descrifies the notes

of some literary ,author who found it ustful, for one reason or

another, to make records ot his reading. Since these examples 4---1

provide only a small amount pt data, it,would hardly be justi-
q

1Fletcher, p. 650 (Holdsworth, p. 49).
4 .

g6
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fiecrto draw gerieralizations abbut all writers merely on the

basis of what they can show: .Therefc(re the'following remarks

°should be interpreted as only a starting point towards under-
.

standing the role.oi reading notes in the work of l'terary

authors.

Reading notes represent one of a number of products of

litei4ry journalizing whose use by writers is attested fre-
#

quently and nnpredittably by such means as the ipblication,of

authors' notebooks and by statements in biographical accounts.
-4

It would be helpful if sote standard source such as th--e\i2ic- . ,..

. . .

.

.
i....

tionary of American Biography Or the Cambrid e Bibl io :ra h Of

English Literature Ffappened to mention the notebooks of liter-'

ary authors on a regular basis, but no such source rovides
1. 1

this kind of infvmation. It is not certain that uthors a's a

c clafind reading notes any more useful,
.

or that they make
.

them any more commonly, than those in dther fields of work.

Why Reading Notes are Made
. L

What prompts the'keeping ,-.4 reading notes? The ques-

tiontion it Ward td answer because of.the pervasiveness of note-
. *
making practices throughout socity. Rafely can it be said

with surety/that any single event or experience was all-

N.
important in, informing an indir'idual.about'and motivating him_to

keep reading notes in a more or less regular way. in.the cases

just presented, note - making experiences at school were of

obvilOu4 importance in acclimating individuals to specific note-

makin echniques. Bacan, Milton,' Imerson and Thoreau were all

:99
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,

trained in the commonpldce traditions and in the case of Cole-
.

ridge sucl training can be inferred from the fact that he

sometimes ieferred to his notebooks as "commonplace books."
o (

Hardalso showed sig ns of being acquainted with commonplacing
.

.0

as*-study method by\keeping'what was essentially a common-

place book without regular headings. School introduces.indi-
,

vidudls to the experience of taking reading notes by providing

problems (in the form of assigned papers, etc.) ,hose
M

solution requires preparing such records. In the cases dis-,

,cussed in chapter 2, tht practice of note-making persisted as

an important personal practice after formal schooling ceased.

0: Most abandOned academic requirements of fort in favorof fess

' troublesome techniquei, but Milton tontinuedto record his

notes as he had done in school.

While school is an important socializing influence for

training in note-making, the appropriation.of such practices 1

is personally useful in one's work seems often to come when.

one's motivation to make notes is aroused by experiencep and

demands of greater personal moment tha*many academic eAperi-

ences afe. The eight case Sthdies show how frequently authors

are inspired to begin or resume the keeping of notebooks by

learning of 9.n admired friend oranother author wh8 keeps and

uses them. The clearest instance here is the influence of

Emerson on Thoreau, but this is not to mention the probable
4

influences of Bacon on Milton and of Coleridge on Wolfe (and

on Hopkins who was mentioned peripherally). Coleridge was

probably also moved to begin his first pocketbook by, the force

(

. 99
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of some example not yet publically known;. he'was a friend of

RObert Southey and,cif Percy Bysshe Shelley, both of whom kept
. .

i
,

-notebook. Likewise Matthew Arnold, another note keeper, ma,yi

have influenced Hardy by hispexample. In fact, the Way that

literary journalizing is.motivated in indiyiduals it probably

quite similar to the way that individuals come to perceive

authorship itself as an activity that is possible and desirable

for them personally., Authorship by its very nature involves

some kinds al. "record keeping"; a writer must tie. the custodian

of his personal manuscripts. (The unusual case of Thoma; Wolfe

shows the connection that can existbetween personal record

keeping and authorship. Not until Wolfe learned to savehis

manuscripts in coherent form by writing in ledger books was he

able to produce satisfactory works of literature.)

go

The Form of Reading-Notes

This brings 'the discussion to a consideration ofthe

formi in which reading notes are made -.' The first point to" men:
. 10 .

tion here is the value of the codex format as an organizing frame

for one's work and records. A blankbook in codex form offers

'the poWer ofMleedy reference to-material kept in it,s well

*
.

is a fixedfiets f or der'Olat prevents material from becorpihg A

inadvertently rearranged'and ldst. Tia\case of Thomas Wolfe
i .

. : : %,

again, shows how crucial to creative effort it can be to main-,
. . '

thin control.over the location and configuration of one's writ-

ten' It Is interesting that Emerson began his first

"notebooks" on loOse sheets of paper that were.later spin

41.

1,00
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tagether with thread (probably by his mother); 1
Coleridge'also

Nised homemede notebooks. It common to read of other per-
'4

sons living, in this same time period (such .as Thomas Jeffef-

' spn) who had the, loose pages of their manuscripts baunct by a

printer into bock form.
*

F r Within the constraints of thecodex format, theform

that reading notes take dependso4 the preferred working methods
4 .

ft a

of the keeper. The cases seen here,have ipcluded.such-kinds

as simple lists of titles (Emerson, Wolfe, and, in places,-

Milton), extracts and verbatim quotations (in every case),

. paraphrases, outlines and summaries (Milton, Emerson, Thoreau

and Twain),:and original commentaries on what has been read

(all but Bacon).

The Use. and Value of Reading Notes

The uses made of reading potes are assnumerbus as their

fofms, \In these case studies they served as aids to contentra-

tion and recollection-{in all cases), as garners of material

to be used latet in writing (in all cases, thougy to different
......

, . . .

:degrpes), as workb for the study of ideas or style (BacOn
,,1

Milton, and Hardy in obvious way but probably to some eitent-

in every,case), as albums of literary gleaning;/for future

`entertainment (most obiliously fir Biperton, Thoreau, Coleridge,
Ar

.and Twain but probably in the rest of the cases as Well),'and

even as devices for recreating subjective emotional experiences

brought onibr reading (again, probably in every case, but most

1Emerson, Journals and Miscellanpus Notebooks, 1:xxxiv. .
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I

obviously for ,Coleridge and Thoreau)- The value attached to

these notes by their keepers IS attested by the fact that all

btdone of the individuals studied. used their notebook's over

.a number of decades, often from youth to)old age. Tie-excep-

tion is Francis Bacon, but4since it. is certain that hid ProMus

was only one of a number-of notebooks kept by him, he does not

really break the pattern.

The significance oP Reading Notes
for Literary Authors . . .

%
, ,-

. The keeping of notebooks by authors may be viewed as a %,
.

cluster of adaptive behaviors:-which some °fa:them appropriate

to gain a firmer hold on the materials with which they work.

Since words, phrases, passages and the ideas conveyed by theM

are an author's stock-in trade, it is natural'that authors

. should pay special atteption to the w.Otings.of others; and

rnding notes reflect the extraordinary application of some of

`them to what they read.

Yet there is another level at which these paterials

may have, significance. In some cases, Or mere identity:of

reeding notesas literature-related records seems to elevate 4

them to a special status in the minds of thqrir keeper Liter-

ary journalizing and the-keeping of. notebooks is 'a.,s9rt ,of tra-

dition among litterateurs (asVirginia Woolf assumssrin the

epigraph to ,Ohapter 1). Apart from their obvious vaitie as
4

,-records, theAfore, literary notebooks may hold symbolic Value

for theiraeepers, heightening'their personal Nentification

with the tradion .of literature. It is interesting, in faCt,'

102'
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to note the extent to which authors can treat thdir notebooks

asaquasi-works. They can assign special'titles to them; some-
,

times elaborate ones (recall the-titles used by Bacon, EmerS,

'4

-

I.

end Hardy).,
1

They may compile thed in neat form fiom rough

notes, and even recopy an& reedit them (recall the cases of

Thoreau, Hardy, and Samuel Butler). They can also pieserve

them with d specia1 care and devotio -that.seems out of pro-

.

portion totheir apparent function as. orkini materials (recall

Emerson's carefully-kept shelves of-notebooks; and Thoreali's

wooden journal-case). Notebooks may serve as placeholders in

the author's mind until, finished works eclipse' them in impor-

tance (Emerson's notebooks were obviously a source of self-
,

validation for" him during his undistinguished underiradiate

yeats) The-significance of the reading notes of authors, then,

may not only lie in their,mechanical function as information

storage devices which provide raw materials for the work of

writing, but also in their ability. to concentrate and to mobilize

the-latent emotional and creative resour,o's of their keepers.

1Compare also Gibbon's Ephemerides.'

103
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